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Battery E Grateful
Headquarters. Battery E
24Ctb Coast Artillery
Fort McKinley, Oct. 11.
To: Honorable E. R. Veazie,
Mayor. City of Rockland.
On behalf cf the officers and
men of this organization, I wish
to extend to those who so gen
erously contributed to the Battery
fund our sincere thanks. This
will go a long way to make more
pleasant the duties ahead of us
ln this year's tour of duty.
Charles O. Hewett,
Capt. 340th C. A (HD),
Commanding. Battery E.
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A FOUR TEAM LEAGUE NOW
Rockport Retires From Knox and Lincoln
League—Garnold Cole New President
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Oarmld iL. Cole, athletic director Rockland
Tuesday, Feb. 4—Camden
of Thomaston High School has been
Rockland.
elected president of the Knox and
Friday, Feb. 7—‘Lincoln at Thom
Lincoln Basketball League, suc
ceeding Lawrence Dailey of Camden, aston.
Tuesday, Feb. 11—‘Rockland at
who did not desire another term.
Rockport High has announced its Thomaston.
withdrawal in order to enter the new 1 Friday, Feb. 14—Camden at Lin
league which comprises Union, Wal- coln.
David S. Beach returned home doboro, Appleton, Rockport and,
very enthusiastic over the conven-1 Erskine Academy.
tion of the World War veterans of | Th<* Kn°* and Lincoln directors | REGISTRATION DAY
Mayor E. R. Veazie and City
the Merchant Marine Service, held, discussed the advisability of Inviting
in Lynn. Mass. The banquet was either Belfast or Boothbay Harbor Clerk E. R. Keene report that
the machinery is in readiness
attended by 250 men Mr Beach ‘nto the combination, but it was
for the registration tomorrow of
met three buddies he had not seen decided to continue with Rockland,
men of draft age. The hours are
in 23 years. In the Merchant Ma- J Thomaston, Camden and Lincoln
rine during the years 1917 and 1918 Academy as the members, and this 7 a. in. to 9 p. m., but it is espe
cially urged that applicants do
there were 32,000 in the Merchant schedule was arranged:
Marine Service
Friday, Jan. 3—Lincoln at Rock- . not delay until the final hours
________________________________ I land.
because of the congestion which
Tuesday, Jan. 7—Rockland at
would ensue. Registrants con
Camden.
fined to their homes by illness or
THE DOWN EASTERS
Friday, Jan. 10—‘Thomaston at
other causes are asked to notify
COMMUNITY BUILDING
Lincoln.
City Clerk Keene who will see
FRIDAY, OUT. 18—8.15 P. M.
Friday, Jan. 17—‘Thomaston at that registrars call there. In
Camden: Rockland at Lincoln.
Ward 4 the registration place
Children's Matinee at 4 P. M.
Friday, Jan. 24—Lincoln at Cam
will be at the Spring Street
Auspices Winslow-Holbrook
den.
.
Armory, and in Ward 6 at the
Auxiliary. American Legion
Tuesday,' Jan. 28—‘Camden at V.F.W. hall. In other wards the
Adults, 35c; Children, 10c
Thomaston.
regular polling places will be
124-125
Friday, Jan. 31—‘Thomaston at used. The chief registrars are:
Ward 1, Louis R. Cates; Ward 2,
cs
Edwin 8. Edwards; Ward 3. H. C.
Cowan; Ward 4. Austin Brewer:
Ward 5, James Connellan; Ward
WHAT'S
6, Charles A. Emery; Ward 7.
Carl O. Nelson.
THE RUSH

A.

ED?

Accidents At Creek

-I'M GOING
TO JOIN THE
OWN-A-HOME

SAVINGS CLUB
• Buying or building a home ail your own will
probably be the happiest experience of your life,
and if you join our new Own-a-Home Savings
Club now, you may have this happy experience
within 36 to 60 months! Club membership is
your opportunity to accumulate the necessary
down payment by saving a few dollars monthly
—say $10 or more...about 33c a day! For full
details about how we pay you to save, and how
you can start toward home ownership now, comf
to our offices or write for free booklet.

Rockland Loan & Building Association
ROCKLAND, ME.

18 SCHOOL ST.,

Send free booklet about your Own-a-Honr
Saving* Club.

Thomaston Has An Ex
citing Sunday—One
Victim Faces the Judge
The Creek in Thomaston was the
center of excitement Sunday, as
the result of two accidents. The
first occurred at the intersection of
routes 1 and 131, at 9.30 Sunday
morning, when a Diamond T truck
loaded with crates of chickens and
driven by Ernest T. Briggs of Bel
fast overturned onto a 1936 Dodge,
owned by Anselm Lampinen of
Thomaston, which was parked. The
truck was undamaged, but a few of
the chickens were killed when they
were thrown off the truck. The
Dodge received damaged fenders
and body..
Patrolman Harold
Mitchell investigated.
The second one was late in the
afternoon, when a car driven by
Elmer Eaton of Waterville struck
the car driven by Chester Slader.
who had pulled off the highway to
pick up passengers. As the Eaton
car came around the curve at the
foot of the hill, it smashed the left
side of the parked car, and shot
diagonally across the road through
the guard rail and dropped 42 feet
to the brook. State Patrolman H.
Gil Roper investigated.
Mr Eaton was fined $100 and
costs yesterday, when he pleaded
guilty in Municipal court to driving
while under the influence, and
Judge Zelma Dwinal filed a charge
against him for leaving the scene
of an accident and not identifying
himself.

READ

“The WRECK of the STEAMER PORTLAND”

[EDITORIAL]
OFFERING NO PROPHECY

We do not profess to know how the Presidential election
is coming out, and no matter what happens you will not find
us on the morning after saying "we told you so.” After two
terrible lickings, the latter of which left the Republicans ln
the possession of only two States. It is a manifest that the
O O. P. has an up-hlll row to hoe That is fundamental, and
the thinking reader does not need to be so Informed. The
Republican party bases its hope on the upswing which it de
veloped in the by-elections of 1938, and the fact that it has
in the field a vigorous and faarless man for President. A
man strong enough to win the nomination ln spite of the fact
that he had no powerful bloc behind him, and scarcely any
individual leader of promlnenoe. He was nomlnoted by "We
the People," and if he Is able to win Nov. 6 It will be for that
same reason, plus the fact that the same people, the indus
trialists and the small business concern are wearying of
fanciful and expensive experimentation. The whirlwind tour
which Wendell Willkie has Just made through New England
was a reminder of the glorious days when we had real
Presidential campaigns. Ex-Mayor Curley, who was dis
credited by the voters when he made his last run, says that
WUlkle's tour lost votes for the Republican party, but that’s
what a New Deal band-wagoner would be expected to say.
Many persons, and many of them Republicans, are a bit con
cerned lest WUlkie is too outspoken ln his criticisms, but the
Republican party has never gained anything by lying down
supinely and taking it on the chin, or solar plexus, as the case
may be. The Boston news men who reported the WUlkie
meetings, and who are supposed to be “bomb-proof” where
sentiment is concerned, were exceedingly enthusiastic over
Willkie. and the tremendous reception he got everywhere. The
man who has the courage to go into Democratic strongholds
and preach the doctrine of a sane government, possesses a
courage which is admired by aU lovers of fair play; the man
who throws tomatoes and eggs at him from behind some
body's back is too cowardly to deserve even the dignity of
being called a coward.
A “DRY” REGISTRATION DAY

All sales of hard liquor and wines are to be barred to
morrow—Registration Day. The business ln hand is too
serious and too Important to be mixed with alcohol.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
A radically different and an intensely interesting story of New England's greatest
marine disaster, written by Dr. Thomas H. Eames

,

Appears Saturdays as a part of

“STEAMBOAT DAYS”

The financial campaign of the
Rockland Nursing Service and
Rockland Boy Scouts has passed the
82000 mark and the goal ot 82500
will undoubtedly be achieved If the
citizens continue the very warm
support which has marked the cam
paign to date.
The drive was organized informal
ly with aU volunteer workers and
not a penny spent for administra
tive expense except postage. With
no money whatever on hand and
stern necessity demanding instant
carrying forward of Rockland's
vital nursing service, this drive was
set in motion practically overnight
with a corps of volunteer workers.
Its success to date reflects everlast
ing glory on the citizens of Rock
land.
Several industrial concerns are
yet to be covered by Horatio Cow
an's Boy Scout Industrial Team
and there are still Main street
firms and offices which have not
been solicited. In the interest of
reaching the goal, all such are
asked to hand their contributions
to any member of the Rotary,. Lions
or Kiwanis Clubs or to send the
money direct to Campaign Treas
urer Donald C. Leach at the First
National Bank.
At yesterday's report meeting a
perfectly amazing record was
chalked up by the seven ward groups
of women workers, operating under
chairmanship of Mrs. Clara Kelsey.
With every ward reporting, they had
a record of city wide warm recep
tion, and desire to cooperate. The
women's total was $673, with every
ward wishing to continue its efforts.
Every school teacher ln the Rock
land system has voiced appreciation
of the nursing service by contribut
ing.
The 82000 set by the campaign
as the allotment for the nursing
service was an absolute minimum.
If the people of this community
can raise that amount by even a
few dollars It will Immensely In
crease the service which Miss Eliza
Steele and the association can ren
der the schools and people of this
city.

MR. WILLKIE'S GAIN
The latest Gallup poll takes a distinctly favorable turn
for the cause of Wendell WUlkie showing a gain of one to
five percent in the four States surveyed—Illinois. Ohio. In
diana and Michigan. Acoording to the returns the Repub
lican candidate has a comfortable lead ln all of these States
except Ohio, and he has only 2 percent short of a majority
there. Willkie gains 62 electoral votes under this survey
which quite completely disproves the Impression gained by
some Republicans that his outspokenness is injuring his
cause.

‘•TOUCHING” THE LIQUOR DEALERS

According to the Boston Herald the Roosevelt-Wallace
Finance Committee is "touching" the liquor dealers of
Oreater Boston and other areas for campaign funds. A letter
sent one of them by John F. McGee, director of the Indus
trial division, says in part:
"As election time nears, it becomes evident that the re
taining in office of our President is of vital necessity. You
being a member of a tremendous industry which was brought
into being by our President's ardent desire for repeal of the
Eighteenth Amendment, are now ln a position to help by
making a contribution to the National Campaign in Massa
chusetts. The task of raising funds has been delegated to our
committee and we earnestly request your co-operation. Any
sum you may desire to remit will be appreciated.
"Many persons have been led to believe that under the
provisions of the Hatch Act It la unlawful to either solicit
or contribute funds. This is true ln the case of a corporation,
person or firm negotiation for or performing work for the
government. It does not prevent, however, officers or direc
tors of corporations or employes thereof from making such
personal contributions as they desire.”

Fort McKinley, Oct. 14
Editor of The Courier-Gazette;—
I have worked two nights in a
row—Thursday until 1.30 and Fri
day the same, taking the officers
inspecting the Guard up again a:
4.30. Where is the one who said
a years vacation? We sure have
taken plenty of punishment and
can take It, but need a little more
teamwork in order to come
through. It is a wonderful experi
ence and I would not change places
with Carl Christoffersen, but we
need more cars and drivers. Four
drivers and a mechanic are taking
care of all the transportation.
I have not eaten ln the bar
racks more than a dozen times
since we arrived here. Why? Be
cause. owing to a slip-up higher up,
we cannot get the men I ask for.
Give me the men and I will get
the work done, but without a little
help I am up against it.
Hats off to Lieut. Rundlett! Here
is an officer who is envied by
the rest for his advancement. He

is always willing to help the man
lower down.
It’s a small world. As I was
taking two of the school children
home today, they stopped ln front
of a house and who should come
out but Georgie Brewer who to
us was Georgie Elliot. She used
to sell candy at Fuller-Cobb's. I
told the kiddoes I knew their
mother and soon she appeared,
saying, “My children said you
knew me.”
I replied, “I have bought many
pounds of Fuller-Cobb candy from
you for Mrs. Littlefield.”
"Charles Lawry!" said she, “Im
agine seeing you here on Little
Alcatraz Island.”
I replied, “It was not by choice.
I am here but by request of the
War Department.”
I gave her three copies of The
Courier-Gazette.
She had not
seen one for some time. I’ll see
more of Georgia before we go
home. I have the school bus and
mail bus—Jack-of-all-trades.
There Is a bowling alley here and
Lieut. Freeman Is athletic officer.
I have a 10-strlng match with Cap
tain Hewett for the suppers. Bat
teries E, A and F are combining
teams and are going to Issue a
challenge to the Rockland teams.

Some Happy Features Of a Sunday
Journey Down Along the Coast
(By The Roving Reporter—First Installment)

he was In Massachusetts, I have
known him for a number of years,
and have always enjoyed his ori
ginal remarks and quaint anec
dotes.
Down along the coast where the
Penobscots flourish brickyards con
tinue to serve as going industries,
but the old hookers which used to
visit those ports are conspicuous by
their absence. Now and then one
sights the sails of a small bay
Twenty-two thousand miles of schooner, but they no longer dot
travel in the role of Roving Re the horizon whenever one looks sea
porter have failed to afford me a ward.
Our last previous visit to Penob
more delightful half hour than
that which I experienced 8unday scot was when we passed through
forenoon as a guest at "The Lo the town in the Summer of 1938
custs" ln South Brooksville. The seeking relief from the heat, which
lodestone which drew us there— We did not find until we were
Bob Webster being my companion stretched on the rocks at Lamoine
—was a desire to meet "The Con Beach.
tide was
dons on the HUI," a group of highly .. The
. ..
. _making out under
talented musicians heard on the the brldge at Penobscot with the
air Sunday afternoons for a num speed of a racehorse. I have often
ber of seasons. The feature is no admired this spectacle at The Keag,
longer
presented
for
several ?ut’'605,1 the way
current
reasons but was thoroughly enjoyed heading seaward at Penobscot was
by many thousands of listeners llkf n°body s business.
The highway at this point is a
while offered as a regular item
stretch
of road, with the
on the schedule of Station W.L.B.Z. winding
. .
„
My acquaintance with the ConBagaduce River seldom
dons came about as the result of
v , '
mall correspondence with one of
P<*>Ple along tho
the musicians, who had met our Malna co“t’ and they take Prlde
mutual friend, Howell Cullinan, the *n thelr church«s- ^ery village
Herald-Traveler news broadcaster.
a credltable House of Worship.
I had long planned a visit to South P1* ruins of an old windmill come
Brooksville, but the opportunity did ln for their
of att*nUonnot materialize until last Sunday Meeting the Condons
when Bob headed the good old
We had no difficulty in locating
"Fonty" eastward, with all the as “The Condons on the Hill” as
surance of a skilled navigator that everybody for miles around was
the low lying mists constituted a able to direct us to the spot.
smoky sou'wester and not a fog
I was reasonably certain of a
mull.
pleasant reception, but when we
“Time you have lived alongside were finally Installed in the cosy
the seacoast a few more years you living room of the Condon home
will know more about the weather tt was to become the recipients of
signs," scathingly remarked my good old Down East cordiality
long-time friend, at the same in which warmed the cockles of our
stant volunteering to eat all the hearts and made the sun shine
fog we would encounter on the again although the orb of day had
day's Journey. He ate plenty else, long since retreated behind clouds
but was not obliged to make good which
verified
the
Weather
hts threat.
Bureau's prediction of "light show
ers."
A Flag Incident
Dr. F. J. Hill of WaterOne does not have to search far
And so away we started, marvel
ville Addresses Knox
ing at the great beauty of the Au to learn why this attractive estate
tumn foliage and the vast carpet Is known as “The Locusts” but one
Hospital Doctors and
of leaves which the high wind of would have to search far and wide
Directors
the previous night had scattered before discovering a more beauti
ful setting. Located on one of the
Dr. Frederick T. Hill of Thayer upon mother earth without ap
town's loftiest hills the estate com
Hospital, Watervllle, was the speak, parently diminishing the supply.
mands a vista which is a source of
er last night when there gathered And I thought of Pat McAuliffe delight.
and
his
assistants
working
vainat the William Bok Home for
Four of “The Condons on the
to keep Rockland's
Nursew at the request of William gloriously
Hill" are sisters—Harriet. Ella,
ditches
free
of
the
accumulating
T. White, president of the board
Jean and Elizabeth—and with them
of directors of Knox Hospital- mass. Pelion on Ossa piled.
We had compliments for the ln the group are two nephews,
members of the staff of doctors and
newly surfaced highway which af Jimmy Condon and Edward Ladd;
a large number of directors.
and a niece, Grace Ladd. Miss
There came also doctors and staff fords the entrance to and exit from Ladd was a lassie of 10 when the
members from Belfast, Camden, beautiful Camden-By-The-Sea. The group began broadcasting; today
Damariscotta, and Thomaston to flower pots have disappeared from she Is a first year student at tho
listen to what Dr. Hill called an the town's street light poles, but Bangor Conservatory of Music, an
Informal talk to those actively en during the season they answered exceedingly attractive young wom
gaged in hospital work. He said their purpose well, and again evoked an who is studying for a career aa
we had to accept the fact that this many admiring remarks from all instructor of music.
is a revolutionary period just now who visit the gem town at the base
The Joy of Singing—and Listening
ln everything, including the hos ot Mt. Battle.
American flags have begun to Jimmy alone was absent as the
pitals. and it is vitally important
that everyone connected with these /make their appearance on many group gathered around the piano,
institutions should be intelligently motor cars in one form or another and sang Joyously for the enter
Informed. Doctors and nurses as —evidence of the patriotic spirit tainment of the Rockland visitors.
well as members of the boards which is taking a firmer grip upon Sang first a selection “Our Blue
should read the Medical literature all good Americans in these days Penobscot Bay," composed by two
of the sisters—Jean and Elizabeth.
in order to keep up to the pace of of stress.
I thought again of that night at This was followed by a number of
the ideals and workings of the
moment. The doctors, every one, Park Theatre Just before the coun selections which have been out
try entered the World War, and the standingly popular ln recent years,
should take the hospital to heart
and be deeply interested in all orchestra played "Star 8pangled concluding with a song which has
Banner." A young man ln the uni been one of my favorites from boy
its workings—not feel that it is
form of a soldier arose from his hood—“Annie Laurie."
only a boarding house where he
seat, and stood at attention. The
I wish I had the talent to express
can get a bed for his patient, but
audience witnessed the act, un my proper appreciation of this
a place where he can consult with
moved at that moment and failing music treat—of the splendidly
the best, and he should consult
to emulate his example. The day blended voices, furnishing a pro
more often with medical brother
was coming speedily when every gram which I think everybody
hood for best results, not counting
Rockland citizen would obey that
too surely on his own judgment. impulse. Just as today the hat of would agree was far superior to
This would make for educational every loyal American Is doffed when most of the radio programs one
and severe diagnoses in many cases. the Amerrican flag passes in parade. hears today. "Memories of Maine"
was the title under which the Con
A hospital. Dr. Hill said, should
dons presented their broadcasts sev
be a continual education to all Dan Pray Oversleeps
staff members, and no doctor
And speaking of flags there was eral years ago. and the memories
should fail to keep abreast of the Dan Pray, that popular State pa which I brought away from the
Brooksville hilltop axe
times in attending medical clinics trolman Just about to raise old South
and medical conventions for con glory to the top of the flag-staff thoughts which I shall always re
tinual advance with the new and on his premises at Lincolnville call with distinct pleasure.
Miss Harriet Condon Is post
Beach. He was Just one hour late
advanced methods.
This is just a line on the excel by the sun but Dan is having his mistress of South Brooksville, an
lent talk which was enthusiastically vacation and could be pardoned office serving about 50 families, and
for a little extra snoozing on a which reaches Its peak during that
received.
Mr. Hall, also of the Thayer Hos. Summer morning. Old ocean was period when the Eastern Yacht
pita! directorlate spoke intelli frothing gently on that beach Club makes Its annual cruise to
gently in different lines of helpful where so many thousands of pleas Buck's Harbor. Miss Elizabeth Con
administration of a hospital, and ure seekers have scanned the blue don conducts a popular gift shop
a general dlacussioif followed. waters of the Penobscot since the1 on the premises. A more appro
priate title than “The Lookout."
With everyone feeling the eye- early settler came.
(To Be Continued)
An
Oregon
car
passed
us,
a
be

ning was of the greatest benefit
for advancement of better methods lated Westerner staying on to see
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
ln the world of administering to what a Maine Autumn is like.
“Fair Haven—showers" is the
the sick.
H I had my Ufa to live again 1
somewhat paradoxical sign which would
K. S. F.
have made a rule to readeome
one sees at Searsport. A large poetry and listen to eome muele a*
least
once
week. The loee ofthsee
abandoned building with many tastes Is a aloee
of happiness-Chartee
As yet we have not had a chance
broken panes of glass Is rather an Darwin
to practice. Tell Frank Winslow
unlovely feature of the landscape
IN PRAISE OF A WEDDED LITE
that Old Man Lawry may be heard
and the marvel Is that so many of
from yet before the Winter is over.
dwelling In a wife's eye la
the panes remain Intact. Sears The love
not like
Our sea-going Army may yet make
port’s youthful snipers may some The affectionate care of a father upon
a few alley records. Maybe John
hla babe;
day graduate Into marksmen.
Nor that of a mother to her cradleThomas will come up. A nice
child!
.
The approach to Stockton Springs
place to fish here.
likened either to tustroua
from the Searsport side, is fast Not. Indeed,
gaze
of
an
unwedded
maid:
Just saw Sergeant Eaton of Bat rounding into a completed highway,
Hera le a glorious light, darting,
tery A. He is stationed on Little and the motorist speeds over it con
darting, too;
Through
tne wlndowa of her heart;
Siberia (Fort Leavitt). Fred and
Towards one. to whom she hath
tentedly.
I have been on the Job here two
given; her
Youth, her love, her soul, and all that
weeks today and we have driven The Tide Races Seaward
la dear to life—
over 475 miles, so you see even on
So guard thee well; for thou
We attempted to locate Capt.
thlng; Th*
an island one can get miles. As Parker Hall, "The Lone Navigator." I
but Sandy Point neighbors thought |
(Continued on Page Six)
—(Amir)

Gave Fine Address

Down ln Ogunquit there is a man who claims a new
State record by virtue of having taken his 100th tuna fish
of the season But here's Lew Moran, a New Jersey angler,
claiming to have caught 140 in Maine waters. The Lewiston
Journal, in which the latter news item appeared, doesn't
record how many seasons it took, but in any event it is very
evident that anglers don't come back empty-handed when
they fish along the Maine coast.

How They Are Faring At
Ft. McKinley As Told By
Our Staff Correspondent

Running Saturdays in—

Nursing Service Fund
Passes $2000 Mark; More
Contributions Needed

THEY MUST LIKE IT

With Our Soldiers

t

The Drive Continues

/
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THREE-TIMES-A-WF.EK

Enlarge the place of thy tent,
and let them stretch forth the cur
tains of thy habitations: spare not,
lengthen thy cords, and strength
en thy stakes.—Isa. 54: 2.

The Community
Bowling
League

Every-Other-Day
Thomaston vs. McRae.
vs. High School.

Community
Bowling League

Modern U. S. Army Marches on Coffee

McKinney

FRIENDSHIP

Public Cooking School (Electric)
Dec. 9—McKinney vs. McRae;
at Star Theatre, Waldoboro, Oct.
High School vs. Soule. Thomas
22, Oct. 29 and Nov. 5 at 2.30 p.
ton vs. Sylvester.
m. Admission free. All food given
Dec. 16—High School vs. Thom away. Everybody welcome. Miss
aston; McRae vs. Sylvester. Soule June Freeman, demonstrator.
vs. McKinney.
124-133

By
RUTH WARD

The National League schedule, the
third match mentioned being the
late match of the evening.
Thursday, Oct. 17—Armour vs.
Swift; Gulf vs. Rice; Old Timers
vs. Water Co.
Friday. Oct. 18—Kiwanis vs. Feyler’s; Coca Cola vs. Van Baalen
Thursday. Oct. 24—Rice Co. vs.
Coca Cola; Feyler vs. Old Timers
The several million people who1 Fridav C"t. ?5—Van Baalen vs.
have voted “Information Please" Ar:r:::r 3vlf vs. Water Co.; Ki
their favorite radio program will wanis VS "■Vi ft.
Thursda''. Oct. 31—Gulf vs. Feybe interested to know that the 1941
Information Please book will Ip- ler's; Kiwanis vs Van Baalen; Rice
pear this month under tlie Imprint vs. Armour.
of Random House Tills new volume
Friday, Nov. 1—Coca Cola vs.
will contain 50 complete quizzes in Water Co.; Swift vs. Old Timers.
stead of last year's 35. and will in
Thursday, Nov. 7—Water Co. vs
clude sprightly introductions by
Kiwanis; Swift vs. Coca Cola.
three of the program's most de
Friday, Nov. 8—Old Timers vs.
pendable standbys—John Kieran,
Christopher Morley and Franklin Rice Co.; Armour vs. Feyler's; Gulf
P. Adams. The editorship of the vs. Van Baalen.
new “Information Please" volume
Thursdav. Ncv. 14—Feyler’s vs.
is in the hands of Dan Oolenpaul. Van Baalen; Water Co. vs. Armour;
the man who flrst conceived the Swift vs. Rice Co.
program, and built it into the at
Friday, Nov. 15—Oulf vs. Ki
traction that lt is today.
wanis; Old Timers vs. Coca Cola
It Is said that Christopher Mor
Thursday. Nov. 21—Kiwanis vs.
ley is growing a beard. Tlie Rus Rice; Old Timers vs. Oulf.
sian born shoemaker in Roslyn.
Friday, Nov. 22—Armour vs. Coca
Long Island, where Morley lives, Cola; Van Baalen vs. Swift; Water
greeted the new whiskers with a Co. vs. Feyler's.
shout of Jubilation. "Mr. Morley,"
Thursday, Nov. 28—Coca Cola vs.
he exclaimed, “that's the first de- , Oulf; Armour vs. Kiwanis; Van
cent set of whiskers we've had in Baalen vs. Old Timers.
Roslyn since William Cullen Bry
Friday. Nov. 29—Feyler's vs. Swift;
ant!"
Rice vs. Water Co.
• • • «
Thursday, Dec. 5—Swift vs. Water
Rachel Field, author of "All This Co.; Coca Cola vs. Feyler's.
and Heaven Too" has written the
Friday, Dec. 6—Rice vs. Van
text for Walt Disney s edition of Baalen; Old Timers vs. Kiwanis;
"Ave Maria" which will be published Armour vs. Oulf.
in November. The book wil be il
Thursday. Dec. 12—Old Timers vs.
lustrated in full color, and will sell Armour'?, Van Baalen vs. Water
for a dollar a copy The illustra Co.; Coca Cola vs. Kiwanis.
tions for "Ave Maria" come from
Friday. Dec. 13—Swift vs. Oulf:
the new Disney feature production,
Feyler vs. Rice.
"Fantasia," which will have its
Thursday, Dec. 19—Van Baalen
premiere in New York sometime in
vs. Coca Cola; Feyler vs. Kiwanis.
November Disney and his staff of
Friday, Dec. 20—Water Co. vs.
1200 artists and technicians, have
Old Timers; Swift vs. Armour; Rice
been working with Leopold Stokow
ski and Deems Taylor on this musi vs. Oulf.
Thursday, Jan. 3—Oulf vs. Water
cal feature for the past two years.
An Illustrated volume of the stories Co.; Armour vs. Van Baalen; Old
created to accompany the music of Timers vs. Feyler’s.
Friday, Jan. 3—Swift vs. Kiwanis;
the Pastoral Symphony .the Nut
cracker Suite, The Sorcerer's Ap Coca Cola vs. Rice.
Thursday, Jan. 9—Old Timers vs.
prentice, and other masterpieces
used in "Fantasia” will be pub Swift; Water Co. vs. Coca Cola.
Friday, Jan. 10—Armour vs. Rice; i
lished by Random House at the
Feyler vs. Oulf; Van Baalen vs.
same time as “Ave Maria."
• • • •
Kiwanis.
Thursday, Jan. 16—Feyler vs. Ar- !
Oertrude Stein, safe and sound tn
unoccupied France, has sent to ir.our; Rice vs. Old Timers; Coca:
Random House the completed Cola vs. Swift.
Friday. Jan. 17—Van Baalen vs.
manuscript of her first novel ln 31
years. It is called "Ida” and Miss Oulf; Kiwanis vs. Water Co.
Thursday, Jan. 23—Coca Cola vs. j
Stein herself ls authority for the
statement that the heroine is mod Old Timers; Kiwanis vs. Oulf.
Fridav. Jan. 24—Swift vs. Rice;
elled on the Duchess of Windsor.
• • • •
Van Baalen vs. Feyler; Armour vs.
More than 70 of the Nation's lead Water Co.
ing authors will speak at sessions
Thursday, Jan. 30—Swift vs. Van
of the Boston Herald Book Fair of Baalen; Coca Cola vs. Armour; Oulf
New England, which will open Mon vs. Old Timers.
day. Oct. 21, in Boston Garden, and
Friday. Jan. 31—Feyler vs. Water
continue through six afternoon and Co.; Rice vs. Kiwanis.
evening sessions. More than 150
Thursday, Feb. 6—Water Co. vs.
libraries, museums, industrial cor Rice; Swift vs. Feyler’s.
»
porations. foundations and groups
Friday, Feb. 7—Old Timers vs. Van
in the six New England States are Baalen; Gulf vs. Coca Cola; Armour
cooperating in 75 displays which will vs. Kiwanis.
provide a panorama of New Eng
Thursday, Feb. 13—Kiwanis vs.
land printing, publishing and let Old Timers; Van Baalen vs. Rice;
ters.
Feyler's vs. Coca Cola.
Each day during the week will be
Friday. Feb. 14—Oulf vs. Armour;
oelebrated in honor of one of the
Water Co. vs. Swift.
New England States. Maine day
Thursday. Feb. 20—Rice vs. Fey
will be Oct. 23. Among the cele
ler; Oulf vs. Swift.
brities who will speak are: Kenneth
Friday. Feb. 21—Kiwanis vs. Coca
Roberts, Hendrick Wilem vanLoon.
John Erskine, Pearl Buck, Erskine Cola; Armour vs. Old Timers; Water
Caldwell, Van Wyck Mason. Osa Co. vs. Van Baalen.
Thursday. Feb. 27—Old Timers vs.
Johnson. Ely Culbertson, Jan Struther, William Lyon Phelps. Mrs. Water Co.; Coca Cola vs. Van Baa
Dwight W. Morrow, Joseph C. Lin len; Armour vs. Swift.
Friday, Feb. 28—Gulf vs. Rice;
coln, Dr. Claude M. Fuess, Mary
Kiwanis vs. Feyler’s.
Ellen Chase, etc.
Thursday, March 6—Kiwanis vs.
» • * *
Elizabeth Coatsworth who has a Swift; Water Co. vs. Oulf.
Friday, March 7—Feyler vs. Old
big following by her poems and
stories for Juveniles has a new book Timers; Van Baalen vs. Armour;
for young readers—"The Littlest Rice vs. Coca Cola.
Thursday, March 13—Armour vs.
House." It is a story about a doll
house of a cottage, empty except Rice; Swift vs. Old Timers; Gulf
for a stove, but with the windows vs. Feyler’s.
Friday, March 14—Kiwanis vs.
bright and shining. It was a per
fect playhouse for Jean and Lydia Van Baalen; Coca Cola vs. Water
and little Mark, and their joy was Co.
complete when the miller made them
Thursday, March 20—Oulf vs. Van
a loan of it for the whole Summer. Baalen; Armour vs. Feyler’s.
The Littlest House, as they called
Friday, March 21—Swift vs. Coca
it, was almost a hundred years old. Cola; Old Timers vs. Rice; Water
• • * •
Co. vs. Kiwanis.
The 1940 Atlantic Novel Prize of
Thursday, March 27—Swift vs.
$10,000 was awarded to Mrs. An Rice; Old Timers vs. Coca Cola;
tonia Diasanovsky of Eugene, Ore Feyler's vs. Van Baalen.
gon, for her novel called "The Fam
Friday, March 28—Water Co. vs.
ily.” The prize winner was one of Armour; Gulf vs. Kiwanis.
the last manuscripts to be received,
Thursday, April 3—Water Co. vs.
while four serious contenders for Feyler’s; Van Baalen vs. Swift’s.
the prize had turned up long be
Friday, April 4—Old Timers vs.
fore. It is not a regional novel but Gulf; Armour vs. Coca Cola; Rice
the story of an exiled White Rus vs. Kiwanis.
sian family composed of brave and
Thursday, April 10—Van Baalen
amusing people set against a back- vs. Old Timers; Rice vs. Water Co.;
bround of Tientsin, China, where Gulf vs. Coca Cola.
they have fled. The author is her
Friday, April 11—Armour vs. Ki
self a White Russian and lived in wanis; Feyler vs. Swift.
Tientsin. China, after she was
Thursday, April 17—Armour vs.
forced to leave her native country. Gulf; Old Timers vs. Kiwanis.
She has been living in the United
Friday, April 18—Feyler vs. Coca
States since 1938 and took out her Cola; Rice vs. Van Baalen; Swift
flrst papers immediately. This is
vs. Water Co.
her flrst novel. The writer uses
Thursday, April 24—Kiwanis vs.
her maiden name, Nina Fedorova,
Coca Cola; Feyler vs. Rice; Old
ln her literary work.
Timers vs. Armour.
Mrs. Riasanovsky says she is
Friday, April 25—Van Baalen vs.
“old-fashioned." “I do not drink
Water Co.; Swift vs. Gulf.
or smoke and I do not dance, j
like classic literature and music.
I do not follow the fashion strictly. been happiest writing ln America."
I am a great reader, have a pas She makes her home in Eugene,
sion for it, and fortunately can Oregon, with her husband and two
read in several languages. I like sons.
quiet life, life in' a small town with
big libraries and I hate noise and COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
WORK WONDERS
too much of movement, I have

America’s Fine Quality Tea
By R. F. W.

SAUDI
TEA

The schedule of the Women's
league for the flrst ten weeks,
which started last nigiit Includes
only six teams. The new Van
Baalen team, managed by Teresa
Thompson, will be in the schedule
as Mon as another team is formed
AU matches will be bowied on
Mondays.
Oct. 21—Thomaston vs. Soule;
Sylvester vs. McKinney.
High
School vs. McRae.
Oct. 28—McRae vs. Sylvester;
High School vs. Thomaston. Mc
Kinney vs. Soule.
Nov. 4—High School vs. McKinn'y; Soule vs. Sylvester. McRae
vs. Sylvester.
NoY.. 11—Sylvester vs. Thomas
ton; KLtcej' vs. McRae. Soule vs.
j High School
Nov. 18—McRae vs. High School;
Scule vs. Ti.tomaston. Sylvester vs.
McKinney.
Nov. 25—Thomaston vs. McKin
ney; Sylvester vs. High School. Mc
Rae vs. Soule.
Dec. 2—Sylvester* vs. Soule;

Corner

“ENGINEERS HAVE HAIRY EARS"—and Ilk* their coffe* etrong— Men of the 70th Engineer* Light
Pontoon Company of the Regular Army line up for coffee during Firat Army maneuver* near Canton, N. Y.
Chief Cook Bruneon (inset) prepare* coffee for the field me**, (left) poure coffee for the commanding officer,
Lieut. Richard Berne, and (above) serve* “seconds" to the men.
"To the soldiers of the Blue
Force:
"You know by now that a force
which ls superior—not in numbers
but ability—ls confronting you.
Many of our airplanes are already
poised to demolish your supplies
and communications, and after that
—no more hot coffee .. .”
This dire threat, leading off a
"propaganda" leaflet from the
Black Force, was sent during the
mock war near Ogdensburg, N. Y,
and illustrates the importance of
coffee to the American Army.
Modern warfare demands “mech
anic sergeants” with a high degree
of technical skill to handle complex
mechanized equipment. Napoleon's
grenadiers -carried a litre of wine
In their knapsacks, but today Uncle
Sam's new Army is rationed five
cups of coffee a day.

Scientific experiment has estab
lished the (act that the gentle
stimulation of coffee promotes men
tal accuracy and muscular tone,
without a let-down, and la actually
an antidote for fatigue. Recently
an official of the War Department
listed coffee as one of the products
vital to American military success.
Discontinuance of coffee supplies
through blockade or otherwise, he
pointed out, would be highly dan
gerous to national morale ln both
the armed forces and the civilian
population.
During the Army's “greatest
peacetime maneuvers" this summer
almost a million pounds of coffee
are being consumed by the 230.000
National Guardsmen and 80.000 of
ficers and men of the Regular
Army. This estimate by the Pan
American Coffee Bureau is based
on the fact that one of the com

WAS CLOSE BUT WE WON
Orange and Black Team Triumphs Over
Its Ancient Enemy, Morse High
(By Art Flanagan)
'
The orange and-black of Rock
land High put the skids under a
fighting Morse High eleven last
Saturday to smash their way to
a 6 to 0 victory.
The game was bitterly fought '
all the way with savage blocking
and tackling featuring the contest
with Rockland scoring in the flrst
period for the margin of victory.
In the middle of the flrst period
after an exchange of kicks. Rock
land started from their own 45yard line in a drive engineered by
Storer who has quarterbacked
Rockland brilliantly all season.
They knocked off a first down to
put the ball on the shipbuilders
40-yard striper. Tufly Cates who
was converted from end to half
back did most of the ground
gaining up to this point. From the
Morse 40. Rockland pulled off their
favorite play, a single reverse with
Chaples skirting left end behind
the kind of blocking that makes
Rockland a winning team. Chaples
ran the ball 33 yards to the Morse
7 yard line to put his team in the
flrst scoring position of the game.
On the next play Chaples again
distinguished himself by cutting
over behind the Morse line of
scrimmage from his left wing back
position to take a rifle pass from
Bud Small to the one yard line.
The Morse boys dug in at this
point and held Rockland to a half
yard in two plunges, but on the
third attempt Oeorge Boardman
plowed over for the touchdown.
The kick for conversion was low
making the score 6 to 0 with Rock
land on the long end.
Morse was unable to get going
after this and were continually
being set back on their heels as
Rockland's line ace, Mike McCon
chie, who is probably the best
schoolboy tackle in Maine played

a little game of his own. That
of being the fifth man in the
Morse backfield, especially was he
effective in getting down under
punts. So much so that Morse
was unable to return a kick, even
a yard.
Twice more during the game
Rockland carried the ball deep in
to the territory of Morse to knock
on the door for other touchdowns,
but the Morse boys said they
wasn't having any and impolitely
slammed the door in the face of
the orange and black. One of

Two Knox County
men wear their
Willkie and Roose

velt buttons to bed.
We shouldn't take this space
away from oar Fall clothing to
advertise pajamas.
But a thing like this happens
only once in a blue moon ... we
mean this new style in night
wear.
This Fall, the cotton and not
ing flannel pajamas are as well
styled as silk.
Our complete fall stock is
ready.

$1.50 to $5.00
NEW TWO-TONE

JERSEY PAJAMAS
By Manhattan

.. . borrow at Pefsonal, first
choice coast-to-coast. You will
like our extra consideration and
exclusive advantages. Write ln.

For a Personal Loan see THE ’

r&l&cnal FINANCE CO.
MARTIN J. RIELI.Y. Mgr. Room No.
201, Floor No. 2,
Kresge Bldg. Phone
1155. 241 Water St.
Augusta. Me Small
lawn Statute License No. 1.
Charges 3% on unpaid monthly
balances up to $150; 2U%
monthly on balances above.

$2.00
Very Attractive and Popular
Style

$2.00

GREGORY’S
TEL. 294

416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

IN YOUR POCKET
Just telephone 770, ask for the

Classified Ad Department and we
will sell that Car, Rent that
House, or Find Your Lost Dog.

TEL. 779

.8 ■

9 J---------

' . ..............

MONEY

ponents ot the Army ration, the
food required for one soldier for
one day, i3 approximately two
ounces ot coffee.
The Army rations coffee for all
three meals, and, lt ls reported,
the commodity is “as common as
beans'* in the military diet. Hot
coffee is the usual solace during
long hours in the field.
Tbe per capita coffee consump
tion of the armed forces is almost
twice that ot the civilian popula
tion. which averages about three
cups a day, drinking 50 per cent of
its coffee at breakfast.
The fact that coffee Is the na
tional drink ot the United States
enters into the Grand Strategy of
Western Hemisphere defense. More
than 97 per cent ot the two billion
pounds ot coffee consumed annual
ly in this country is exported from
Latin American neighbors.

Can Carl Do It?
Lawless Is Saving His
Appetite For a Meal On
Don West of Jefferson
After fighting a thriller with
Jackie Fisher last Friday Carl Law
less is matched now with Don West
of Jefferson. Carl last week sur
prised the fans by coming back
and flghtirg Fisher to a draw,
alter being knocked down for the
count twice, ln what proved to
be one of the best fights ever to be
put on in the Rockland Athletic
Club.
Carl says: “I'll fight anyone, any
time. any place. I'm taking my
fighting seriously and training j
regularly, something I've never ;
done before and I'll knock Don j
West out. West Is coming to Rock- '
land with the same thought, only
lt will be Lawless who is dragged to |
his corner. Both boys have been
after each other for some time,
so here Is their chance. Or—?
The semi-flnal finds the popular
"Toy Bulldog" Young Jack who
proved himself last week as the
boy of old, never giving up and
fighting from bell to bell, meeting
Joe Bilieau of Waterville, a tough
Frenchman, who thinks he can
stop Young Jack.
Other preliminaries will be:
Slasher Porter of Rockland vs.
I Battling Orover of Augusta; Young
Terry of Rockport vs. Kid Rieny
] of Waterville, and Freddie Scott
of Waldoboro vs. Young Dennis of
Waterville.
The show starts at 8.30, Jack
O'Brien, referee, Leon Halstead,
timekeeper, judges, Carl Morse,
Rockland and Tete Whittier of
Rockport. Admission, general 56
cents, reserved $1.10. ladies and
children 30 cents. Tax included.
the feature plays of the game was
when Cates who at the time was
left end for Rockland, prevented
a kick from going into the end
zone. Cates playing smart foot
ball watched the ball roll up to
the half yard line and than fell on
it to put Morse in a deep hole.
The ship city boys got out by the
completion of a pass. The sum
mary:
Rockland
Morse
Mazzeo, Pietroski, le ............ .......
...................... le, Estes, Danforth
Silvestre, Page, t ................. . .......
...................... t, Bronson, Worrey
Cummings, Snow, g ......................
........................ g, Anderson, Pelly
Call, c ................... c, Huse, Lowery
Kalloch, E. Smail, rg ..................
........ ........ rg, Besow, R. Sullivan
McConchie, t ... t, Quirk, Robbins
Ellis, Cates, e .. e, Brown, Gideman
Storer, qb........................... qb, King
Chaples, Bi ........ ............................
...............lh, C. Sullivan, Marshal
B. Small, rh ....................................
............. rh, MacDonald, Pennell
Cates, Boardman, fb ........................
........................ fb, Jones, Venette
Referee, Twomey. Umpire, McCleod. Head linesman, Hines. Time,
four 12's.

KELLOGGS

3

CORN FLAKES

pkgs

20c

PKG

23c

CREAM OF

WHEAT

LARGE
CAN

DINTY MOORE BEEF STEW
STOKELY'S

GREEN

n°«29c

ASPARAGUS TIPS

CAN

STOKELY'S ROUND POD

NO 2
CANS

CUT GREEN BEANS

BOSCO

I7c

CHOCOLATE
DRINK

A - Sunshine tit ation

25c

HYDE PAI

,2OZ
23c
JAR

A S S 0 R

CREAM CORr

2 *GS 19c

STARCH

V*?.

«*
, CO

NATlON-WIDt

OVEN-BAKED BEANS

SPRY

Enter the $25,000
Contest

2^ 25c

P*°.^&V,"

1 LB CAN

18c

47c

3 LB CAN

RADIO SALE
THE MARJORIE MILLS HOUR SPECIALS
DAILY, MONDAY THRU FRIDAY, FROM 1:30 to 2:00 P. M„ OVER WCSH

MALTEX

PKG

23c

> and C

RED CAP

REFRESH-R

SPRAYER and
BOTTLE

23<

NESTLE'S SEMI-SWEET

OTATO STICKS

can

9c

2

CHOCOLATE

BARS

25<

FRENCH'S CREAM SALAD

2 jars 19c

MUSTARD

2 ?a°s 23c

PLYMOUTH ROCK

2rKn 27c

GELATINE

2

of?ese27c

OLD FLAKE

Peanut butter

2 1alrbs 25c

OXYDOL

1HREE CROW

PEARL BARLEY

2spkaglslI7c

2 ™gs 19c

2^ 37c

THREE CROW

EPSOM SALTS

1 LB
PKGS

19c

NATION-WIDE TOILET PAPER

LUX FLAKES

NATION-WIDE

SML PKG

9c

SERVICE

5

1000

SHEET
ROLLS

LGE PKG

23c
2f C

GROCERS
—»

Every-Other-Day

Page Threfl
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TALK OF THE TOWN

A new oil painting hanging over
the fireplace in the East room at
Community building was given by
Edwin Witham, a popular young
artist. The scene depicts logs
floating down the river, out ol
Maine woods.

Nov 15-1# Camden ' Annual fair of
Megunticook Grange
Oct. 16—Draft registration day.
Oct. 16—Union Pall Fair at Seven
Tree Grange
Oet. 18—Knox-Lincoln Kent's Hill
Club meets at Orand Army hall.
Oct. 18—'Down Easters" at Com
munity Bldg , auspices American Le
gion Auxiliary
Oct 18—Methebesec Club meets In
Community Building tower room
Oct 19—Knox Pomona meets with
Warren Grange.
Oct. 19 — Waldoboro — County 4-H
Club Contest at High School audi
torium
Oct 19- Warren -Junior High School
building open for Inspection.
Oct. 20 Camden—Rally Day and
Loyalty Sunday at Baptist Church.
O '. 21 Shakespeare Society meets
with Mr» E. F Glover.
Oct 23—Annual fair at Ooodwlll
Orange.
Oct 23 Knox-Lincoln Parm Bureau
annual meeting at Community Build
ing. Rockland
Oct 23-25 — Portland—State Teach
ers' Convention.
Oct. 31—Halloween.
Nov. 5—Presidential Election.
Nov. 11—Armistice Day.
Nov. 11—National Roll-Call of Red
Cross begins.
Nov. 12 — Rockport — Garden Club
meets with Mrs. viola Spear.
Nov 19—Thomaston- Third District
Council. American Legion Auxiliary
meets at Methodist vestry.
Nov. 21 Thanksgiving Day
Nov. 28—Thanksgiving Day ln Maine.

A freight train yesterday collided
with an automobile driven by A.
M. Sprowl of New Bedford, Mats.'
Dr. Apollonio of Camden attended
Sprowl at Knox Hospital for cuts
(By Oliver R. Hamlin)
and bruises. The accident occurred 1
The Brunswick Post, V.F.W., or
at the Pleasant street crossing, and
State Patrolman Harold Mitchell ganized a corps of Home Defense
Sunday
Past State Commander
investigated.
O. Hamlin outlined their program
Dr. David O. Hodgkins, Jr., and and gave instructions as to the
his associates, Dr. Romaln J. Mar- ex-service men who will be eligible
coux and Dr. Jerome R. Gagne, to the ranks of Home Defense
optometrists, are opening new offi Corps in the V.F.W.
• • » y
ces at 42 Lisbon street. Lewiston.
Dr. Hodgkins ls the son of Mr.
The Bucksport Post VF.W. and
and Mrs. David Hodgkins of this the Bangor Posts V.F.W. have
city, and is a graduate of Rock formed Home Defense Corps the
land High School and of Massa past week with many ex-service
chusetts School of Optometry in men reporting for drills.
• • • •
Boston. They will occupy the en
tire second floor of the building,
Rockland was the flrst city in
where there are seven large rooms, the State to have a Home Defense
including three refracting rooms, Corps and to date there are 82
an orthoptic room, reception room, 1 members, all service men who have
general business office and labors- I an honorable discharge from some
tory. Dr. Hodgkins is well known branch of government service. It
locally, and his large circle of ls hoped that the Rockland corps
friends will wish him success in will have a full strength company of
his new venture.
200 men. All ex-service men are
urged to Join up now and be ready
At the Friday night Sea Scout when the bill is passed by Congress
meeting several things were dis to federalize all Home Defense
cussed of prime Importance. First, Corps. Uniforms and guns will
and most important, was the clean be issued and ’the men will be paid
ing up of all details of the Lions’ for drilling each week, according
luncheon to be served at the Ship
to the bill now before Congress.
Quarters tomorrow at 12.10 p. m.
The Home Defense Corps meets and
Another was the change in the
drills each Tuesday night at Spring
hours of the regular meetings to 6
street Armjry.
to 8 p. m. The boys are vigorously
working on testy preparatory to go
The next regular meeting of
ing before the Bridge cf Honor for
advancement in rank. Signalling Huntley-Hill Post will be next Fri
is the main theme for this month day at 7.30. All members new and
with the objective, knowing one old are urged to attend to work
form of it well. Two new boys were out the Post's Winter program.
voted in as members—Billy Tait The dues for 1941 are due before
from Troop 2 in Rockland and Jan. 1, and all members are asked
Donald Goldman who came here to to pay them as soon as possible to
make a good showing at Depart
reside from California.
ment and National Headquarters.
e e e e
Virginia Bowley was devotional
Harold Tolman, a charter mem
leader at the Universalist YF.C.U.
meeting Sunday night. A record ber of Huntley-Hill Post, was pres
number of 42 attended, and of these ent at the banquet given in behalf
40 were members. The program of the Home Defense Corps, as was
consisted of a quiz game primarily Past Post Commander George N.
directed at the new members by Torrey. These two comrades helped
Hazel Bohn and Miles Sawyer. It form the Post ln May 1932.
e • e e
Allowed the lines of the network
State
Commander
Charles O.
radio program “Who Am I?" Ruth
Seabury served for the first time Weeman Past National Council
in her capacity as pianist, with member. Leroy P. Smith Past State
Alice Bohn as song leader. Alice Quartermaster, Jessie Bishop. Ma
Cross applied for membership at jor Richard Seville, Mayor Edward
this meeting bringing the total Veazie. alderman William J. Sul
membership to 41—an all-time high. livan. adjutant of Rockland Post
All Interested young people of High Edward Roark. Post commander
School age are Invited to attend A. J. Brickley and Past Post Com
these meetings whether they care to mander of the Rockland Legion
Join the young people's union or not. Post Austin Brewer were the speak,
ers at the banquet given by the
Post to the Defense Corps. Each
BORN’
Small—At Knox Hospital. Oct. 13. gave an interesting talk and the
to Mr and Mn Harvey Small (Thel Post thanks them through this
ma Freeman), a daughter—Roseann.
column.
• • a •
MARRIED
The next department meeting
Richardson-Robinson — At Auburn,
Mss Oct 10. Laurence Richardson will be held at Rumford next Sun
of Rockland and Mias Helen Robin day. There will be business of im
son of Auburn. Mass—By Rev Albert
portance to all.
Wheelock
Kiibhins-Munroe At Camden. Sep’• • •
13. Maurice H Robbins of Rockland,
If the Rockland Post wants the
and Miss Jeanette F Munroe of Cam
den By Rev W F Brown
Department Encampment in Rock
Scruton-Ludwlg At Hope. Oct. 12,
Gordon Scruton of Lincolnville end land next year be at the next meet
M'sa Bernice Ludwig of Hope By Rev ing to discuss it. as State Com
Duncan Rogers
llalnlng-Heald—At Camden. Oct 13. mander Charles O. Weeman asked
Fred J Halnlng of Rockland and Bar the writer of this column to bring
bara Heald of Camden—By Rev. W.
it up before the Post Oet. 18.
F Brown
• • • •
DIED
Omar B. Ketchum, National
Mank At Warren. Oct. 14. Llewellyn Chief of Staff, and National Legis
Mank. aged 85 yejra Funeral at Flan lative representative Millard W Ric«
ders funeral residence. Waldoboro at
2 o'clock Interment ln Rural ceme of Washington, D. C. will be guests

Bates College has an enroll
ment of 748. the largest previous
year being 1931 when there were
712. The Freshman cass has 232
members.

The new steamship President
Jackson, built under the auspices
of the Maritime Commission, will
come to Rockland for trial late
this month or early in November.

Oolby football fans in this sec
tion are dismayed over the mis
hap which puts Johnny Daggett
out of the running. Colby's champ
ionship chances receive a bodyblow
We hasten to apologize to the
Saturday Evening Post, That pub
lication last week had pictures of
all of the 1941 number plates, in
stead of a partial list, as was
stated.
Dr. Marion J. Bradshaw of Ban
gor Theological Seminary will ad
dress the Baptist Mens League
Thursday night, giving his illus
trated lecture on ’'China and
Japan." two countries which have
a much greater significance for the
country than they did a few
months ago

Motion picture fans who were
thrilled some years ago by the
Western star Tom Mix were
shocked to hear of his tragic death
ln Arizona Saturday when his car
overturned, killing him instantly.
Recent years found Tom Mix a
circus performer and it was in
Portland that the writer of these
lines flrst saw him some years
ago- a dashing figure astride of
his famous pony. In August he
visited Rockland playing at the
Community Building to a not over
large audience.

HEAR BETTER
SONOTONE
WITH

(See adv. in this week's Life)
Come in for a Free
Audiometer Test
Of Your Hearing

NEW
HOTEL ROCKLAND

WEDNESDAY, OCT. IS
18.00 A. M. TILL 8.00 F. M.
HOWARD W. BEALE
FRIENDSHIP, MAINE
Local Consultant
124-lt

Dance Saturday Night
SOUTH HOPE GRANGE HALL
Old and New Dances
WOODCOCK’S ORCHESTRA
Admission 25c, 35c (tax included!
124*125

BINGO

tery
Smith At Roxbury. Mass. Oct. 8.
Mrs Estelle R Smith, formerly of
Thomaston, aged 88 years Burial ln
Woodlawn cemetery. Everett, Mass
Morse At Pine Point Oct 13. Mrs
Harriet A Morse, formerly of Thom
aston, aged 81 years Funeral Tues
day at 2 oclock from the A. D Davis
At Son Funeral Chapel. Thomaston.
Interment In Village cemetery.
McPhail At Thomaston. Oct. 14.
Mrs Olive Rose McPhail, aged 86 years.
1 month 17 days Funeral at 2 o'clock
from the residence.
Please omit
flowers.
Stinson At Stonington. Oct 8. Capt
Winfield T 8tlnson. aged 71 years. 6
months. 20 days
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank my neighbors, many
friends and relatives for large shower
of cards sent me on my birthday, also
Mr and Mrs Ira M. Eugley Glendon.
basket fruit. George W Walker, box
fruit; Warren Odd Fellows, box fruit;
George Teague. Mr and Mrs Chester
Wallace Rev and Mrs W S Stackhouse. Elward Wilson and Mrs lewis
Burgess. Weymouth. Mass . for dainties
sent me on my blrhday. Especially
do I wish to thank William H Rob
inson for services rendered me dur
ing my Illness.
Newell W. Eugley

SPEAR HALL, TUESDAY NITE, 7.33
Door prize, dinner to be given away.
Warren.
•
Merchandise value 510.00
Extra prize. Chenille Spread
A Rummage Sale will be held in
123-124 the Universalist Church vestry
Saturday. Oct. 19 at 9.30. 124-125

INDIGESTION

DANCING
Every Wed.
AT

GLEN
COVE
Music By

■aay alert the Heart

Ou trapped io the stomach or cullet may art Ilka a
hair-tritier on the heart. At the Aral ii<n of diatreae
amart men and women (Upend oo Bell aoe Tablet* U
eet cat free. Ne laxative but made of tbe fastest*
I acting medicines known for acid lndiceetiao. If the
FIRST DOSE doesn’t preve Beilins better, return
bottle te us and recelre DOUBLE Money Back. tte.

“WELL, SEE YOU LATER”

BEANO
LEGION HALL
7.30 o’clock
ADMISSION 25 CENTS
124Ttf

JSnSL

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

I CLARKMONT ST.

TEL 882
BOCKLAND. MB.

M-U

May we help with your
party decorations?
Large Mums at $4 and„$3
a dozen.
Pompons at $1.50 a bunch.
Such attractive arrange
ments ran be made of fall
flowers, bittersweet, gourds,
etc.

BURPEE'S
FUNERAL HOME

You will find a fine as
sortment at—

Ambulance Service
TELEPHONES

IN. Ttl-1 « 781-U ’
118-111 LIMEROCK STREET
BOCKLAND, MB.

119-t

SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP
371 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 318-W
124-125

NEW HARBOR

Mr. and Mrs. Minah Little and
daughter Claire are home for the
Winter after having had employ
ment at Boothbay Harbor during
the Summer
Miss Ada Wentworth will leave
Fr.day for her home in Lewiston,
having been at her cottage here
since early May.
Stanley Brackett of Boston is
spending two weeks' vacation with
his father Capt. Thomas Brackett
• e • •
and sister Mrs. Marion Brackett.
Booster Nlcht ol North Haven
Mrs. Ellen C . Richardson and
Orange will be obs»rved Thursday
friend Mrs. Dow of Exeter, N. H„
at 8 o'clock and the public is in
were dinner guests Wednesday of
vited. Frank Washburn of Augus
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard McFarland.
ta will be the guest speaker, and
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. McFarland
refrejnments will be served. Fif- and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Duplisey
ten members of this Orange at left Saturday on a motor trip to
tended Pomona Saturday in G'.en
Cape Cod, Mass
Cove. The trp was made in Foy
Hartley Curtis and family have
Brown's motor boat.
! rented Mrs. Ervlne's home for the
a a a a
school year.
Eleven members cf Pleasant
Mrs. Lester Russell has returned
River Orange of Vinalhaven at home after a pleasant trip to New
tended (Limerock Valley Pomona York World's Fair and a visit with
Saturday ln Olen Cove.
her brother- Oranville Chadwick
i at Staten Island.
Mrs. Addie Prentice has employ
NORTH HAVEN
ment at Gilbert's Market for the
Elmer Carver has completed his
Winter.
yachting season and returned home
Theodore Osier has employment
Saturday. He was accompanied at*^~j^tt Atosmft Manufictu'rhome by Mrs. Carver who has been
Co gt
Hartford, conn
visiting on the mainland for a brhf Robert B
has returned
P*1,10*1
I to Presque Isle after visiting ten
Mrs. Helen Crockett of Roxbury dayS wjth |,ls son Frank Fillmore.
has been recent guest of Mr. and
------------------Mrs. H. T. Crockett.
jn the display window of the
Mr. and Mrs. Wendall Howard Senter Crane store this week w’ll
went last week to Cape Cod where be seen the insignia of the VF.W.
Mr. Howard has employment.
cleverly and beautifully done by
Eda Leadbetter returned home the Auxiliary of that live organlSa turd ay after an extended visit zation.
with her brother in the State of
~
Washington. Mrs. Leadbetter was
accompanied on the visit by her
niece, Edna Waterman of Sanford.
Tlie hobby show held in the new SPEAK HALL WEDNESDAY at 7.30
library Friday was well attended and Free Dinner
Other Free Prizes
many collections of Interest were
$5.00
Merchandise
Coupon
exhibited. The proceeds go toward ,
124*It
purchase of new art and craft books.

Mrs. York’s Beano

ON THIS NEW

* Herr is a grand oppor
tunity to own a brilliant
new Zenith Radio at a
sensational low price—a
powerful 11 tube i including
2 heater-cathode rectifier
tube, and tuning beacon
tubes) superheterodyne
radio that gets Europe di
rect. has tremendous power
—automatic tuning. Radlorgan (exclusive Zenith
tone invention). Big 12 inch
speaker, Wavemagnet I no
aerial—no ground). Outer
Circle R. F. Circuit, the
cabinet is beautifully pro
portioned and is finished in
contrasting walnut—a love
ly addition to any home.

REGULAR PRICE *99“

NOW ONLY $7995
AND YOUR OLD RADIO

WITH THE EXCLUSIVE

Oladionjan

S. E. EATON

BURPEE’S
| 361 Main Slreel

Rockland Maine

WALDO THEATRE
ELASTICIZED LS STEP-INS
s-t-r-e-t-c-h a point to give
you style plus comfort I

SHOW TIMES
Single Evening Show at 8.00
Mats.; Saturday 2.30: Sunday 3 03

FLOWERS FOR
HALLOWEEN

97Ttf

NOW IS THE TIME!

MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL. WALDOBORO 100

Ambulance Service

tions for discussion, Edward Tol
man and Mrs. Farrrand; pie eating
contest, led by Frederick Bartlett;
short story, Myron Young; musical
numbers, Joe Hamlin; Short and
Sweet, Vallie McLaughlin; songs,
led by Lee Morse ‘Show Me the
Way to Go Home," Raymond
Young. The above progrram is in
response to a roll call at the last
meeting—"One thing I would Like
To See On the Lecturer's Program,”
Florence Young.

Limerock Pomona
Limerock Valley Pomona held
forth in a day session Saturday,
with Penobscot View past officers
filling the chairs during the de
gree work, and Chai its S. Watts
of Wessaweikeag acting as master.
The past officers did themselves
credit in conferring the degree on
four candidates, after which the
dining room was swung open and
100 strong sat down to one of the
best dinners that Penobscot View
1 women ever set before Grangers
I with strong appetites.
In the afternoon, Past Lecturer
I ucia Hopkins acted as lecturer
[ and tlie planned program was
necessarily departed from, due to
absence of members. However, a
lecturer of Mrs. Hopkins’ ability
and experience knows Just how to
Don't step out from between parked cars, or you may never see him again handle such emergencies, so the
Columbus Day pregram went forof Huntley-Hill Post Dec. 14 when KENT8 HILL ( LI B
ward 1,1 xood order.
The annual Pall meeting of the! Mrs Helen Gregory and others
n rupper and dance will be given
ln their honor. It •« hoped our Knox and Lincoln Kents Hill Club Participated ln the opening rumNational Commander Dr. Josepn C. takes. place Friday night. We arc in j bers, with F. L. S. Morse giving
Menendez ar.d Senior Vice .Com hopes all old students and friends an enlightening talk on the life and
cf the school will meet with us and voyages of Columbus previous to
mander Max Sing.’ will attend.
help make the occasion an enjoy- Ms discovery of America. Mrs.
Huntley-Hill Post has turned able affair.
! Mae Young. master of Megunticook
The present officers have planned j Orange read the poem containing
over to Mayor tVeazie the VF.W.
haH on Water street for Wednes an unusual evening of entertainimmortal lines, “Sail on and
day ln order that the men who | ment. Supper will be served at 7 on—”
Henry Payson furnished the mu
must register for the draft ln Ward i o’clock at the Copper Kettle. At 8
6 can do so In comfort and ease.
adjourn to the Grand Army hall for sical numbers, following which
-----------------I our social get-together and business a roll call of past mast
ers and lecturers was taken.
The destroyer Dahlgren is here, meeting.
for standardization trial.
We have an added attraction in Walter Ayer of Union, past master
store for us when Wilbur Senter has of Knox Pomona, and Robie Ames,
City Solicitor Stuart C. Burgess is kindly consented to show his col- present master of "fa a ldo Pomona,
in Providence on official business cred camera pictures of his recent responded with remarks. Mr. and
trip to tlie West Coast and other
Amfs are Present «<• olen
He returns Thursday.
points of interest. We understand ' Cove so often that they seem like
Miss Amanda Wood of Boston from his recent showing of these loca* members.
The Greeting to Grangers was
was the weekend guest of her sis pictures at the Rotary Club we have
ter. Mrs. Leroy Kalloch. Limerock an unusual treat in store for us. It given by Oeorge S. Cunningham,
ol
Penobscot
View
street.
is hoped that visitors from the overseer
Grange and was responded to by
school will be present.
With all these good things to look Past Master Sarah R. Young. Mrs.
Renewing her subscription to
The Courier-Oazette, Mrs. D, K. forward to, we should have a hapoy Lydia Inman of Megunticook
Kent of Vinalhaven very kindly re time. Those who have never met Grange and Mrs. Lola Smith of
fers to it as “the best of all papers, with us will receive a most cordial North Haven were piano accom
welcome, so come along Kents Hlll- panists.
and the cleanest."
In the contest for the best scrap
ites with your husbands, wives and
book made by Juvenile Orange,
Rockland Lions abandon their fa children,
Miss Betty Deliver was the flrst
vorite den at The Thorndike Hotel
Lizette Green Emery,
Publicity Committee. winner and Miss Virginia Far
tomorrow and will meet instead at
rell. second.
the Oen. Berry engine house, where
Inasmuch as this day meeting
they will be guests of the Sea
The Baraca Class will meet Wed
was so successful lt was decided to
Scouts.
nesday night at 7.30 o'clock in the
continue it next year. Thirty
church vestry.
members attended this session
The condition of John C. Oibb,
from
Vinalhaven
and
North
the Swampscott. Mass., salesman
J. Hugh Montgomery of Camden
Haven, making the return by
who was terribly injured in the ex
was elected vice president of the moonlight in Foy Brown's boat.
plosion on the cabin cruiser Naiad
Maine Real Estate Asosciation.
C. E. O.
Friday, was reported this morning
• • • •
as extremely critical. Two blood
The Down Easters will be at
Dr. James Carswell will be the
transfusions have been given since
Community Building Friday, with a speaker Wednesday at the meeting
the accident.
_____
children's matinee at 4 o'clock, and of Megunticook Orange of Cam
A beautiful sunset and a clear'an evening show nt 8 15. The show den. His subject will be “Health.''
moonlight night favored the out- “ sponsored by the American Le- ] This will be annual Inspection with
door meeting of the Comrades of
Auxiliary
State Deputy Lloyd Crockett of
the Way Sunday. The Comradesj
North Haven as Inspecting Officer.
met at the Pilgrim Homestead, and ! William A. Murray, grocer, corner There will be work ln the flrst and
lighted their friendship fire with of Pleasant street and Brcadwav, second degrees. The dates of the
' a fire stick from the friendship fire greatly brightened the day for Tlie annual Orange Fair have been an
of the Wavus Camps on Jefferson Courier-Gazette editorial staff yes- nounced as Nov. 15-16. Bessie
Lake. After the supper, a devotion terday when he sent to this office a Robinson ls general chairman.
• e • •
al meeting was held around the fire. bouquet of fragrant sweet peas and
Next Sunday's meeting of the other fall flowers.
Knox Pomona Orange will meet
Comrades of the Way will be a sup
Saturday with Warren Orange,
per meeting at the Congregational
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette the guest speaker to be Hartley M.
Church, and the program will te de
Stewart of Houlton, lecturer of the
voted to reports from the delegates
Mair.e State Grange.
a a • •
to Camp Manitou.
Pleasant Valley Orange Lecturer
'offers the following program tor
Christmas cards. 50 for'Sl. with
WATER PIPES RENEWED
name printed; others 21 for 81.00;
tonight: Opening Song, No. 78A;
AND WIRED OUT
also Cnristmas and every day wrap
readings. Mrs. Ellura Hamlin; quesNEW SEWERS LAID
pings; orders sent anywhere; please
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
call me by phone; also subscriptions
PLUGGED
SEPTIC TANKS A CESSPOOLS
taken for any magazine published.
AND CEMENT WORK
8 E. Frost, tel. 1181-J.
124*126
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS
AT C. A. R. HALL
Free transportation from the
THURSDAY, OCT. 17
government wharf in Portland to
AT 10.00 A. M.
Fort McKinley is offered all perTEL 1187-R. ROCKLAND. ME.
124-lt
1 sons who wish to visit friends there
on Sundays. The boat leaves at
8 40 a. m. and 5.30 p. m The ar
rival of visitors from home will be
welcome indeed to the young men
in training at The Fort.
122T26

RUMMAGE SALE

TONIGHT

I.

HAL’S RHYTHMAIRES

The Grange Corner

TUES.-WED., OCT. 15-16
From the pen of Ben Hecht, who
knows his Broadway as few men
have ever known it. Columbia
Pictures bring you this strange
and romantic drama of four peo
ple in search of a ''break."
One of the flrst showings of
“ANGELS

Your feet will be flattered by Enna
suave, smooth lines! They’ll be
pleased with ENNA JETTICKS gentle, com
fortable support For these smart step-ins
are slim as a pump—snug as an oxford—
and fit like a glove! In addition there's
that extra luxury—hand-flexing — whirh
gives each pair of ENNA JETTICKS a de
lightful “broken-in” feeling from the very
first step!

JETTICKS

OVER BROADWAY”

America's Smartest ITalking Shoes
Go Places
Comfortably

• Starring »
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS. JR.
RITA HAYWORTH
THOMAS MITCHELL

ON SUNDAY AT
FORT McKINLEY
The Coast Artillery boys at Fort McKinley are ex
tremely ^.nxious to have their local friends visit
them Sundays. These boys are lonely and would
deeply appreciate callers.

FREE TRANSPORTATION
OTHER $

THURSDAY ONLY, OCT. 17
For those who miEsed the pic
ture when It played here—and
for those who have repeatedly
requested that we show it once
more. We take great pleasure in
presenting—
IRENE DUNNE, CARY GRANT
tn

VISIT OUR BOYS

STYLES

5to$6

Free Transportation is furnished by the Gov
ernment.

SUNDAY FREE TRANSPORTATION
Government boat

leaves

Government

Wharf,

Portland, at
8.40 A. M. and 5.30 P. M.
arriving at Fort McKinley at 9.30 A. M. and 6 P. M.

“THE AWFUL TRUTH”

CIVILIAN BOATS

Easily one of the funniest and
most delightful comedies ever
produced in films!

Civilian boats leave Custom House Wharf at
10.00 A. M,, 2.00 P. M and 5.00 P. M.
122*126
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WALDOBORO
ftftftft
•CRS. LOUISE MILUQl
porrespcndeal
ftftftft
Tel. 27

Warren Girl To Wed

“Milestone Car

Presented to Contest Winners

Mr. and Mrs. Willis A. Moody of
Warren have announced the en
gagement of their youngest daugh.
ter Virginia Lucille to John Leroy
Fullerton, youngest son of Mr. and
Mrs. Leroy Fullerton of Walpole.
Mass.
Miss Moody is a Senior in War
ren High School, secretary of her
class, lecturer of White Oak Grange
North Warren, and a member of
the Fairfield Baptist Church. Mr.
Fullerton is a graduate of Walpole
High School, attended M.I.T. and
ls quartermaster on the boat Oulf
Queen at Port Arthur, Texas.
No date has been set for the
wedding.

Every-Other-Day

On To Colebrook
Mrs. Overlook Notes
Points of Interest In
Autumn Motor Tour

Washington. Sept. 21
Four o’clock a. nr. fog thick as
pea soup with black roads slip
pery from rain was the start of a
trip to Colebrook. N. H.. and on
into Vermont over route 17 to Au
gusta then 133 and 2. to Newry and
switched to 26 to continue to our
New Hampshire destination. Cole
brook.
Traffic was light, owing to
weather conditions and early
hours, we met only seven cars be
tween Washington and the New
Hampshire line and four of them
were transportation trucks. At 6.10
Wallace Wrong Again! we were in Dixfield then on to
Rumford following the AndroscogI gin river through Mexico, not
Democratic Vice-Presidential Can- j meanir.g the country of Mexico,
didate Henry Wallace in his Accept-1 ))Ut town near Rumford. Met near
ance speech asserted that during the Newry one of the familiar Fred's
seven yeari that President Roose Motor Trucks, passed the Beaver
velt has been in office farm incomes
Preserve
between Newry
and
"have been more than doubled.’*
Like so many New Deal statements, North Newry where we began to
see signs of last years hurricane
that one simply is not true.
. ..
.... j In fallen trees and slash. Near CamFigurei supplied by Ute Untied bri(Jge N „ on Umbago Lake
States Agricultural Department show ■
we saw millions of feet of sawed
that cash income from farm mar-,, .
... . ..
keting, in 1933. the year in which,
.
“T'
Mr. Roosevelt became President, to-ICrossed °ur first fovered brid8f
taled $5,278,000,000 and that in 1939, !*,fore entering Errol where we
the last full year for which we have -'topped for breakfast As we rea report, they were $7,625,000,000. Mimed our way we crossed many
This is an increase, to be sure, but small bridges under wlu h torrerU
it is NOT MORE THAN DOUBLE, of water probably pour Hurlng the
Of course, it is never fair to com- Spring rains. Through Dixville
pare one year against another un- Notch, which certainly is a winding
less account ls taken of all circum- chasm between mountains and
stances. A fair basis of comparison deep ravines. Upon emerging from
is that of the full seven years of the the Notch, came to a beautiful
New Deal and the seven previous lake i Lake Glovlette) and the hotel
years. What does that show in the The Balsams, popular with tourists
case ol farm income?
but now closed for the season.
Cash farm income for the seven
All along are seen notices 'Go
Republican years preceding the New Slow. Steep Grade." After many
Deal—including the worst years o, short curves, up and down grades,
the depression—averaged $9,046,000,- we Anally came cut to where we
000 a year. The average annual to once more saw rolling fields and
tal for the New Deal seven-year pe signs of cultivation of crops.
riod was $7,247,000,000. Annual av Colebrook our New Hampshire
erage income per farm for the 1926- destination is quite some busy
32 period was $1,432 compared with
town beautifully located with Mt
$1,062 for the 1933-39 period. Av
Monadnock ln Vermont for a ba?kerage annual income per farm per
son for the Republican period was ground. This mountain by the way
$298 compared with $228 for the New rises to a height of 3140 feet and
Deal years. The figures for the New makes a beautiful setting for the
Deal years include benefit payments town. Monadnock Hotel is a first
class hotel and the food excellent
from the Federal Government.
It is no wonder Henry Wallace de and reasonable ln price. After
voted most of his speech to the for dinner we visited several of the
shops in town. The proprietor of
eign situation!
one of the shops noticing our
Maine license and I suppose also
New Deal Drops In Exports
In the depression year of 1932 ex our Maine speech, asked if we
ports of American products had a thought Willkie would be elected
value of $752,000,000. In 1939 agri President. My reply was. “Did
cultural exports had a value of $683, you notice how Maine went in the
last election? Well as goes Maine
000.000.
so goes the nation.' His reply was.
"We hope so.” I must not forget
to mention that New Hampshire
The Youth in Business road lines are yellow instead of
white as in Maine and speed laws
By C. E. Johnston
are strict and well enforced.
Dean, Schooli of Butineii
Crossing the Connecticut River
International Correipondence
we were in Vermont. Following
Schooli
| the west side of the river down via
Columbia we came to another cov
MERICA Is suddenly faced with ered bridge across the Connecticut
a real shortage of men compe River. On to Brunswick, Vt.. and
tent to fill junior and senior execudirt

road. Vermont roads aren’t
tive positions. Now awake to the New Hampshire roads. At Bruns
evils that may befall our demo wick we read this sign: “Brurswik
cratic institutions through the tri
umph of European dictators, we Mineral Springs. World's Eighth
find that our rearmament plans Wonder.” At a tourist heme along
may be hamstrung because of lack the road “The Ledges” was a de
™en caPab'e of dl«-ec‘ing pro- lightful little pool in which were
duetion.
With many Industries growing pink pond lillies all in
changing from working one shift a blocm. Weather not looking too
few days a week to a 24-hour basis, good we decided to come home by
there is a dearth ot qualified men
practically the same route, 315 ran
to supervise operations.
,
Industry needs trained men. now. into another thunder shower this
not only to operate machines and time down in Maine, at 5.40 we
to direct workers, but also in of were in Augusta for supper then
fices and in the highest ranks of home arriving at 7.10, leaving a
management.
Business
leaders mileage behind of about approxi
long have been aware ot a coming mately 400 miles and the memory
shortage of qualified personnel, but
have been unable to do much about of (despite adverse weethen a
the problem. There has been little ;..easant uay end trip
opportunity to train young men
Clara Ovcrlick
for high positions when for a
P S. The road map says the
number of years few promotions height of some of the mountains
have been made.
on our route is as follows; Old
It has been suggested that ex
perts can be "loaned" from certain Baldpate 3996 feet. Cambridge
companies to other concerns where Block Mountain 5711 feet, Block
their services will be more urgently Mountain 2752, Mt. Kelsey 3449,
needed. Successful experience in Dixville Peak 3492. with others
one type of industry, however, still higher in the distances.
does not always mean that a man
will do a good job ln another line xinQI CDGDn
of work. Intensive training plans I’UDLLOUnU
for employees who have shown unPublic Cooking School (Electric)
usual ability is the best means of at Star Theatre. Waldoboro Oct
overcoming Ute shortage of skilled 22. Oct. 29 and Nov. 5 at 2.30 p.
personnel. Expanding the number
of skilled operators and executives m. Admission free. All food given
from within is the answer to the away. Everybody welcome. Miss
question, how can production be June Freeman, demonstrator.
Increased in the immediate future.
124-133

hlrs. Mamie Benner of Good Luck |
Rebekah Lodge is a delegate to the
Rebekah Assembly being held in
Bangor this week. Mrs. Maude
Greenlaw and Mrs. Ethel Benner
are also attending the sessions.
Walter Hackey of Stockton
Springs was weekend guest of Mr.
and Mrs. Carroll French.
Murray Benner and Reginald
French were Portland visitors Sun
day.
Mr. and Mrs Osborne Welt, Mrs.
Lawrence Nadeau accompanied Mr.
and Mrs. Roland Rackliff of Rock
land on a motor trip Sunday to
Deer Isle.
Miss Clara Gay, Miss Dora Gay
and Mrs. Gracia Libby spent the
weekend in Derry. N H.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Weston
returned Saturday from Boston.
Mrs. Charles Robertson visited
Mr. Robertson in Lewiston two days
the past week.
Mrs. I. P. Bailey is visiting rela
tives in Newport. She was accom
panied there Thursday by her
Presentation of Chevrolet’s "Milestone Car’’—the than 110.000 miles on their '29 car, which Weinert had
daughter, Mrs. Gladys Grant and
1.00(1.tKMilh 1910 model produred by the industry's leader purchased as a used car. at a price of $25. M. E. Coyle
Miss Geneva Welt who returned
— was mude at the New York World's Fair last week to (left), general manager of Chevrolet, presented the new
home the same day.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Weinert (shown here), of Iron 1910 Special De Luxe model to the Weinerts. Chevrolet's
Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Hancock of
Mountain. Mich., owners of the millionth Chevrolet six- production of a million units this year maintains a sevenCasco were guests Sunday of their I cylinder model, built in 1929. The Weinerts were winners year record of a million a year av erage, with the 1.000.000th
son. Sumner Hancock.
of a nation-wide contest conducted by Chevrolet to locate 1940 car following No. 900.000 by exactly one month. The
No. 1.000.000. As guests of Chevrolet, the Michigan well-traveled 1929 model has been returned to Detroit,
Miss Ida Lewis of South Fram
couple drove to New York, arriving at the Fair with more where it will be placed on display.
ingham, Mass., has been spending
several days in town.
Mrs. Ralph Benner. Mrs. Harold
and Miss Muriel French enjoyed
Perry and Rev. Harold Nutter at
a Saturday motor trip into the
tended the Baptist Missionary Con
White Mountains.
ference Friday at Barter's Island.
Installed By R. Bliss Fuller
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Clark of
King Solomon's Lodge F.A.M. will
ALENA L. STARRBTT
Sanford were guests Saturday of
Of Union and Staff—
hold a semi-public installation of
Miss Bertha Teague and Mr. and
Correspondent
officerrs Friday night.
List Of Officers
Mrs. Edwin C. Teague.
ftftftft
Lieut, and Mrs. Andrew Newcombe
of Gardner, Mass., were weekend
John Connell was installed noble
Tri 49
Ivy Chapter. OES will be in
guests of her parents, Mr. and grand of Warren Lodge, I O O F.
spected Friday night by D.DO.M.,
Mrs. Crosby Waltz. Mr. and Mrs.
The new Junior, high school i Mrs. Eleanor Gregory of Vinal
Friday night at a prvate installa
Advertisement* In thia oolumn no,
Waltz accompanied Lieut, and Mrs.
HOUSEHOLD furniture for sale at
to exreed three llnea Inxenod once toi
building will be open for inspec haven. Grace Chapter of Thomas,
tion.
Other
officers
installed
were:
35
renta. three time* for 50 rente Ad 60 WILLOW ST_______________ 122• 124
Newcombe to Gardner where they
ton
is
invited.
Supper
will
be
tion Saturday from 9 a. m. to 5
dtttona! lines Bee rente each for on,
•Vice grand. Leroy Smith; recording
PRICE cheap, three and one-half
will visit for a week.
time. 10 conta for three times
Flee tons
p. m. with an attendant present served at 6 30 by Mrs Fred Mabay: banking brush 43 and 45
Mrs. Gerald Dalton, Miss Grace secretary. Edwin Gammon; finan
email words to a Una
per load WILLIAM MURRAY. Rock
to conduct interested town visitors ji thews. Mrs. Ebert Starrett, and
port___________________________ 122*124
Simmons and Mrs. Francis Reed cial secretary. Ralph Robinson;
If stormy Saturday the building ' Mrs. Nellie Orbeton. and the wait
visited Friday in Portland. They
4|i MONTHS old Red-Rock pulleta
will be open the next pleasant day. J resses will be Mrs. Fred Butler,
warden,
Charles
Overlock;
confor sale, beginning to lay. also pair
were accompanied home by Mr. and
|
Mrs.
Marcellus
Orne.
Mrs.
Willis
heavy
wheels 4 In tires Will trade
All interested ln the formation
Benjamin Reed of Portland I ductor,
Maurice
Cunningham:
Ml
for young -tock FRED L MILLER
Vinai. Mrs. William Barrett, and
of
a
local
Willkie
Club
are
invited
:
EXPERIENCED
girl
wanted
for
gen

Tel
15-13.
Warren.
124*126
who will spend a vactlon with Miss right supporter of the noble grand,
era! homework To go to Boston Call
Sherboume Kalloch. Other
Simmons.
_
I O. A. Aspey; left supporter of the to meet Wednesday night at 7 j| Mrs
1235
or
inquire
at
6
TALBOT
AVE
FIVE
year
old
cow
for
sale,
coming
committees are: Entertainment,
o'clock at Glover hall.
124-126 due -first of next month
ANTTO
Mrs. Myrtle Marcho, Miss Else
__
__
124*126
Mrs. Dana Smith. Sr., and Miss
..
.
;
.
.
mu
noble
grand.
Fred
Mathews
chapAN apprentice wanted at Katherine', RIUITA. Box 87, Warren
Perry
Greene,
champion
woodMarcho of Manchester, N. H.. John .
„
'
. ,
. '
Beauy Shop.
Shi
666
-------Main St
" ---TEL ---1120
Whitcomb and son. John Whitcomb laln' *rCy Ke"nlSt°n: right
USED upright pianos for sale In
chopper of the world, and regis Hilda Aspey; reception. Mrs. W. H
124*126 perfect -playing condition
Recondi
and Miss Virginia Fierce of Portland supporter. Hjahnar Ump.nen; left tered Maine guide, will be guest Robinson and Mrs. A. T Norwood.
WE want a man who Is willing to tioned. tuned and delivered. 425 up
were weekend guests of Mrs. Ida scene «PPOrt«.
Surrett; speaker Thursday at the meeting High School Notes
work for 420 a week This ts full time Eiay terms MAINE MUSIC CO . Tel
124-129
Opening for neat appearing white man 708
.
*
Inside guardian, Emerson W. PerMen’s
between 25 and 50 years of age Write
i, com
„...
i.ft kins; outside guardian.
Alttl of the Congregational
(by Gloria Haskell)
upe.
-----MR KEELY. .1 R Watkins Co. 21
Mr. and Mrs. John Miller leit
•
®
Brotherhood.
Supper will be
Johnson Ave . Newark. N J. 124*125 for sale: good condition E B CAMsupporter of the vice served at 6 30 sharp. Members not
The Junior social was a big suc
ERON Union. Tel 4 21
124* 12«
Mcnday on a motor trip to Nova Lehto;• right
’
HIGHEST rash orlres paid for used
.
| grand. George Buck; left supportcess. Ice cream and candy were]
car- LEON A LUDWIG. Tel Damaris
1940 HAI-F-ton pick-up truck for
°
er of the vice gland. Joseph Rob solicited are requested to furnish , sold and music was furnished by,
cotta 135 or 243. Newcastle. Mi
ke new A real bargain See a*
Mr. and Mrs F. C. Vogel have re
streets.
124*126 BYERS OARAOE______________ 124-120
1 Miss Verne Robinson. Christiiu!
bins.
turned to New York after passing
A
committee
of
three
from
the
po-It
|
Jones
and
Raymond
Jenkins.
On
I
Charles Young, treasurer-elect, i
OIL circulating heater for sale 13
the Summer at their home here.
NINA JOHNSTON. Crescent-St. TEI. 522-J
In 'mall family
Congregational Ladies' Circle held
124*126
game committee were Ruth
Waldoboro Mr
124*126
Gilbert Crowell of Manchester. will be insUlled at a later date. ’ a delightful autumn party Friday j the
s'urrrtfa'nd E-d^SmUh.
NEW International furnaces for sale,
Ralph
Robinson
was
outgoing
<
VALUABLE county and state Iran- with 5 pipes, all material Including
N H, visited his parents Mr. and
night at Town hall, the proceeds 1 The Student Council held an in
chli-e now open for reliable men—ex lnstalla'ion only 4130: terms, nothing
Mrs. Willis Crowell over the week-i noble Krandperienced In selling household ap down. 46 monthly Installalons every
of
which
benefited
the
Church
Re

These officers were installed by
teresting assembly Friday, during |
pllan-ev
no Investment necessary. where, All systems sold. Write SU
end.
pair Fund as one of a series for
eWrite Box ‘ M AC " care PERIOR HEATING CO 16 Morning
Mrs. C. B. Stahl is visiting her ' R Bliss Fuller of Union. D.D.O.M. the purpose. On the program ap which chorus numbers were en
The Courler-Oazette.
123-125 St Portland. Tel 3 8617
124-126
sister, Mrs. Edward Connor in Win of district 15. and his staff, which peared Miss Agnes O. Hersey of joyed. Specialties were vocal num
SMALL camp or cottage wanted.
30-FOOT motor boat for sale. A-l
I
included,
Ralph
Williams
of
Union,
bers
by
Mr.
Connon
and
Principal
T-ree
-r
four
rooms
porch
Reason

chester, Mass.
condtuqju '36 Plymouth motor, speed
East Corinth, who gave three
able. "P. M." % Courier-Gazette
Miss Virginia Moody
9 knots trunk cabin with closed In
Mr. and Mrs. David Black of district deputy grand 'marshal; groups of readings, ranging from DeVeber.
________________________________ 122-124 | deck house
Oood party or fishing
Providence were weekend guests of Herbert Hills' of Union, district humorous dialects, to the more sang a solo In closing Miss Hay-,
DONATION of sewing machine would boat ELMER GROSS. Isle au Haut.
,
deputy
grand
guardian;
D.
Lin

den
joined
the
other
two
faculty
be
appreci
ated
by
Salvation
Armv
Will
124* 129
__
_____________________________
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Benner.
classic; Charles Wilson, who sang
call for. TEL 514_____________ 122 124
DRY Aard fitted and Junk wood for
Rev. Harold Nutter is attending wood Carroll of Union, district two baritone solos; Avard Robin members in the singing of "Caro
LOFMAN BROv
ELDERLY people wanted to board, sale Call evening
the Baptist Minister's Retreat in j deputy grand warden; Alvah Ames son. two solos; and Mrs. Sidney lina Moon.”
ladles cr gentlemen, nice room bath Tel. 257-3._____________________ 122*127
of
Union,
district
deputy
grand
Blue
and
gray
have
been
chosen
terms
reasonable
Write
'
8
A
F
Bangor.
PIO6 and shoata for sale at City
care Courler-Oazette
122-124 Farm.
Mrs" Jennie Linscott went Sunday i chaplain; Russell Tweed of Risand Mrs CTark
tw°
42 50 up according to sire.
Mrs. Jennie Linscott went sunn
Qf
; dueU. Accompanists were Mrs. as the school colors. Maroon and
FURNITURE
wanted
to
upholster,
_________________________________
123-tf
white were considered strongly, but
to Massachusetts where she will pass
called for and delivered T J FLEM
NEW milch Jersey-Guernsey cow for
.district deputy grand recording Dana Smith- who als0 Pla>'ed for the majority favored the former
ING.
19
Birch
St
.
Tel
212-W
113*
1
18-tf
the Winter.
,
_
sale, also nice ponv Call after 4 p m.
..
secretary; —
Emerson _
Perkins
of-i Miss Hersey’s musical readings. combination.'
bert collamore. New county Rd.
123*125
Legion Officers Elected
Warren, district deputy grand fi- and Miss Verna Robinson. Fol
Some of the boys are enjoying
lowing the program games were in touch football under the leadership
SEVEN-room house for aale. Beech
A council of the American Legion I nancial secretary.
wood, street also set of blacksmith
and light
refreshments of Mr. Connon. Clayton Fales and
was held at Wiscasset Sunday with | Among the guests present was play.
toolPhone Thomaston. 15. DR
THE Bemis house. 6 rooms, all ALLYNE PEABODY Beechwoods 8t .
64 members present representing a past grand of Rising Star Lodge served under the direction of the Curtis Tolman are the captains.
modern. Ttmken heat, located at 23 Thomaston
123 128
committee, Mrs. Oeorge Newbert,
the posts of Bath. Damariscotta. of Randolph, Mass.
The sophomore class held a cooked
Holmes st.. city, available for rent
hou*e for sale. 33~Olen
immediately. TEL 1C2. city.
123 125 St NINE-room
Waldoboro and Wiscasset also
Following the ceremony, oyster Mrs. Nettie Jameson, and Mrs. food sale Friday at the Clover Farm
RALPH P. CONANT. 202 Camden
THREE-,-oom furnished apartment SV____ '________________________ 122124
Thcmaston. Rockland and Water stew made by George Buck, was Phillip Simmons. Hall decorations Store.
for rent. Just vacated: automatic heat,
featured autumn leaves enhanced
25 HORSES for sale, matched pairs,
ville.
Several stirring speeches served.
hot water and bath. 3d floor: 826 MRS and
odd ones; 850 up Cash, trade or
by special lighting effects.
FROST. Tel 318-W
124 tf terms.
arousing patriotic enthusiasm were
For information on Maine Cen
WILLIAM HALL. Whitefield.
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will tral Bus Lines, call Warren. 9068-2
122*125
APARTMENTS of 3 or 4 rooms to let Me Tel 17-11_______
delivered.
I
with
bath,
heated,
furnished
or
unSOUTH
LIBERTY
serve public supper Thursday with or 68-3—adv.
Valley stove and nut coal
Officers elected were: Commander,
124-126
j furnished: all newly done over On- forI.FHIOH
sale,, 414 50; Pocahontas lumpy
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Esancy Mrs. Charles Hysler chairman
] rage. Inquire 192 Limerock St.. Tel soft 49; fitted dry hard wood. 4150 ft
Oardner Rogers; adjutant, Capt.
626
122*124 J B. PAULSEN. Tel Thomaston 62
Ralph Pollard; finance officer. Wil and great granddaughter. Nancy Officers will be elected at the busi- i
MODERN 5-room apartmen’ to
120-tf
liam H. Brooks, Jr.; chaplain, James Curtis visited Thursday with Mr. ness meeting in the afternoon. On OWL’S HEAD
153 Main St.. Thomaston CHESTER
DOLL house, also doll s furniture for
the nominating committee are, | The Farm Bureau will meet
OVERIOCK_______
123 125 sale^
Thomas; sergeant-at-arms, Edwin and Mrs. E. A. Leigher.
TEL. 1098-R.______________ 121 tf
Donald Rhodes and Bernard Mrs. Grace Wyllie, Mrs. Lena Sim Wednesday at 10.30 at the Library.
HOUSE on Hill St., to let
Inquire '
Pooler .
MdNTOSH apples, all grades and
ERNEST
C
DAVIS.
294
Broadway
The subject “Christmas Cakes and
prices far sale also new sweet cider.
Members from the Waldoboro Leigher were in Portland Monday mons and Mrs. Susie Oxton.
123-125 HILICRBST HOMESTEAD. U. 8. Rt 1.
Newell Eugley received 70 cards Cookies’ will be presented by Mrs
Post were: Post Commander, Flores on business.
120-tf
FURNISHED heated apartment to South Warren.
Paul Walters of North Waldo in the birthday shower given him Nina Pern’, foods leader. A square
Wellman, Vice Commander James
let at 14 MASONIC ST______ 124*126
FANCY year-old fowl for sale, 20c
boro
made
a
business
visit
Wedmeal
for
health
will
be
served
at
Saturday. He also was remem
Wood, William H. Brooks, Leland
TWO apartments: 3 fuml-hed rooms a pound ■ Orders taken and delivered.
119 tf
with toilet; and 4 unfurnished rooms V L PACKARD, Tel 347-M.
Orff. Arthur Chute, Captain Ralph j nesday in this community.
bered with a box and a basket of noon by the dinner committee.
with bath. Inquire 12 Knox St.. TEI.
SIX-room house and garage for aale
J. Pollard, A. D. Gray Ralph C. I Howard Leigher visited his par- fruit and a birthday cake made Mrs Nina Perry and Mrs. Evelyn
156-W.
121-tf on Camden St Bath, ltghts. hot water
Eugley. Among the members pres- ents over the weekend,
Can he paid for
by Mrs. Helen Hilton. Among the St. Clair. Members unable to at
ROOM to let at 26 BEECHWOOD 8T . heat. Price 41800
as rent. V F. STUDLEY. Tel. 1154 or
Thomaston
122*124
ent as guests from the local AuxGuests Sunday at the home of callers he received were Mr. and tend are asked to notify the din
3 0. Z83 Main 8t.
118-tf
HOUSE to let of 5 rooms: bath, eleciliary Unit were Mrs. Pollard, Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Forest Jewett were Mrs. Ira Eugley of Noblebo.o. To ner committee.
Hard wood per foot, fitted. 4150;
rlclty at 171 South Main St A W
Jameson, Mrs. Eugley, Mrs. Well-; Mrs. Esther Moody and children, make the day complete a request
DEAN. 249 School St.. Waltham, Mass S wed 41 40: long. 4130 M B. A C O.
_______________________________ 1,22 -124 PERRY. Tel 487.__________ 118-tf
Buy Yourself rich—through clas
man, Mrs. Orff and Elsa Orff.
I Mrs. Laura Fuller of Appleton, Mr. number was sung for him over
D ft H hard coal. egg. stove nut
KITCHENkTra; apartment to let al
-----------------I and Mrs. Lee Geroux of Vassal- WHDH of Boston. Recent callers sified offers
so four rooms with bath 77 Park St. 814.50 pet ton. del. Household soft coal
48
per ton. del Nut size New River soft,
Public Cooking School (Eectric) boro and Mr. and Mrs. Maynard on Mr. Eugley who is slowly re
TEL 330 or 1154.
121-tf
not screened 49 ton del.; screened. 810
SIX
rooms
to
let.
bath
garage,
wood

at Star Theatre, Waldoboro. Oct. Whitaker of Windsor.
covering from a serious illness,
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
del M B ft C. O PERRY. *19
shed. Newly refinlshed Inside and out ion
Mrs. Lolie Powell was a business were Miss Myrtle Haskell of New
Main St.. Tel 487.
118-tf
22, Oct. 29 and Nov. 5 at 2.30 p.
WHEREAS. Judson L. McMahon and
At 28 Otis St Inquire 12 Myrtle Ft
m. Admission free. All food given caller last Tuesday in Waterville, York, Mrs. Lewis Burgess of North Jennie C McMahon, of Rockland in
121*126
the County of Kr.ox and State cf
ROOMS to let at 15 Grove St Tel
away. Everybody welcome. Miss
Weymouth. Mass., Fred Hahn of Maine, by their mortgage deed dated
579-W. MRS FLORA COLLINS. 121 tf
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS Gardiner. Mr. and Mrs. Ira Eugley July 14, 1939, recorded 1n the Knox
June Freeman, demonstrator.
OFFICE to let. central
Registry of Deeds. Book No 261. Page
WORK WONDERS
124-133
of Waldoboro, Miss Vittrice Carini 31. conveyed to the Home Owners’
steam heated. TEL 133
|
PUPPY found at Police Station,
of Rockland. Herman Kelleran of Loan Corporation, a Corporation ciuiy
THREE-room furnished apartment to black body brown feet. Will hold
established under the laws of the
let. Apply at 12 WARREN ST., or 11 ' for three days.
124-lt
Cushing. Mrs. Rosa Burns of Union, United States of Arnedaa, naving its
JAMES ST._____
116-tf
BOY Snout kerchief found by Mai
Miss Lena Seavey of Cushing and office and principal place of business
in Washington. District of Columbia,
FURNISHED apartment of 3 rooms, co m Libby Call at The Courler-Oa
Miss Allison Stackhouse of Pema the following described leal estate,
to let. suitable for ppuple; garage If zette office
124*126
desired. C. A. EMERY, Tel 436 M
situated in Rockland, in he County
quid.
KEYS lest In container, on Main St
of Knox and State of Maine:
____________________ 116-tf F.nder
please leave at Courler-Oazette.
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Gray of this
A certain lot or parcel of land
HOUSE with bath to let at 5 Rock:
122 124
with the buildings thereon, situ
town and Mr. and Mrs. Frank New
land
St.
Inquire
SHAFTER.
15
Rock

ated at Rockland in the County
land 8t._________________________ 111-tf
bert of Rockland were weekend
of Knox and State of Maine, and
FURNISHED, heated room 44 week.
bounded and described as follows:
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Neil Gray
FOSS HOUSE, 77 Park St., Tel. 330
BEGINNING on the northwest
in Waterville.
corner of land formerly owned by
118-tf
Thomas Colson at stake and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hahn of Gar
WONDERFUL DISINFECTANT
stones; thence southerly by said
diner were callers Saturday at the
land about eighty (80) feet to
and
Cobb
’
s
house
lot
to
stake
and
home of Miss Susie Hahn and
DEODORANT
stones; thence westerly by said
Joseph Hahn.
hou^e lot about seventy-five (75)
NOTICE: This ls to notify all perfeet to Veazie s house lot to stake
Sick Rooms
George Gray, Grand Prelate, at
' sons that after this date I will be
and stones; thence northerly by
tended the K. P. Convention end
responsible for no bills contracted by
Bath Rooms
said Veazie s lot about eighty (80)
my wife, E,".zabeth Leach Collamore
feet to a road at stake and stones;
Roll Call night Friday at Eureka
as she lies left my home without (nst
thence easterly by said road about
Kitchens
Lodge in Auburn.
cause.
ALBERT T.
COLLAMORE.
seventy-five (75) feet to the first
Thomaston.
122*124
mentioned bounds.
Garage Floors
Mrs. Robert Andrews, driven by
WHEREAS, the condition of said
ME34. Women! Want Vim? Stimu
Bradley Pipkin, and accompanied Mortgage
ls broken:
Concrete Floors
lants. tonics ln Ostrex tablets pep up
Now, therefore, by reason of the
by 'Mrs. Mina Rines. and Mrs. Pip
bodies lacking vitamin B-l. Iron, Cal
• Quick heat right when you coal’ — clean, even warmth in
breach of the condition thereof, the
Stone Steps
cium. Phosphorus. Get 35c size Ostrex
want it-without fuss or bother, every mom with least attention
kin left Sunday to return to Safety said
Home Owners’ Loan Corporation,
today First package satisfies or mak
Refrigerators
That's what you get with 'blue and at lowest cost.
by
Elisha
W.
Pike,
its
Attorney
there

Harbor, Fla., for the Winter
er refunds low price. Call, write C.
duly authorized by its power of
H MOOR ft CO , and all other good
Phone Ut Today!
months at Maine Court.
Mrs. unto
Drain Pipes
attorney dated October 1. 1936, and
drug stores.
118*132
Lewis Burgess of North Weymouth, recorded in the Knox County Registry
Toilet
Bowls
Deeds, Book 249, IPage 313, claims
Mass., who has been visiting M-s. of
a foreclosure of said mortgage and
Ontario is the leading manufac
ROCKLAND FUEL CO.
Lavatories
Andrews, Mrs. Sidney Vinai, and gives this notice for that purpose
Dated this fourteenth day of Octo
turing province in the Dominion
Telephone 72
George Teague in this town, mo ber,
Garbage Pans
A. D. 1940
HOME OWNERS’ LOAN
tored as far as North Weyouth,
Peggy Moran, Hugh Herbert and Johnny Downs in one of the many of Canada, producing approximate
Takes all unpleasant odors away
CORPORATION.
entertaining sequences of Universal's romantic action comedy, "Slightly ly one-half of the gross value of
Mass., with them.
By Elisha W Pike
Once Tried, Always Used
TUNE IN ON "THE SHADOW" EVERY SUNDAY AFTERNOON
Mr. and Mrs. Silae A. Watts
“
\
. 124-T-130
manufactures for the Dominion.
_____

Warren Odd Fellows

WARREN

In Everybody’s Column FOR SALE

WANTED

A

TO LET

AT PARK THEATRE THURSDAY

LOST AND FOUND

Cote’s Magic Water

MISCELLANEOUS

WAY

Can be
Used
For

Every-Other-DaV

VINALHAVEN
ftftftft
MRS. OSCJAR C. LANS
Correspondent

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, October 15, 1940

National Debt
Worries Farmers
Prominent

Miss Etta Ames returned to Bel
mont, Mass., Saturday after spend
ing a month's vacation with her
parents Mr. and Mrs.-Herbert D.
Ames.
.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Swears and
Mrs. James Hassen spent the holl- |
day weekend with relatives ln
Rockland and Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. Maland Ames of
Portsmouth, N. H were weekend |
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Burton
Lawry. They will be accompanied
home by Stephen R. Ames who [
has been visiting his brother Fla
vius M. Ames.
Elmfr Simmers has employment
ln Jasper, Minn.
Mrs. George Bragdon and sonJames returned Saturday from
Thomaston.
The Non-Eaters met Friday with
Miss Alice Creed.
Supt. Oeorge Bragdon and these
teachers attended the Knox County
Teachers Convention the past week
ln Rockland: Marie Teele, Helen
Orcutt, Ruth Billings, Dorothy
Clayter. Oertrude Vinai. Ixiuise
Libby. Dorothy Thomas and Ruth
Arey.
i DDO M. Eleanor Oregory of
.Marguerite Chapter. OES. left
Monday for her Inspection tour.
She was accompanied by Miss Lois
Webster.
Mrs. Maude Davis returned Sat, urday to North Haven.
The Bridge Eight enjoyed a
chicken supper Friday at the home
of Mrs. Clinton Teele, after which
they went to the home of Mrs.
Fred K. Coombs for cards.
Mrs. Herbert Carver went Sat
urday to Lewiston.
Mrs Regina Crowell went Prlday
to Jamaica Plains. Mass.
Herbert Morton and family have
moved to their new home on Car
ver street.
Joseph Headley and niece Miss
Jean Strachan visited Saturday ln
Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Lewis re
turned Friday from a trip to Au
gusta and vicinity.
Capt. and Mrs. John Boggs and
son Jack returned Friday from
Rockland and Matinicus.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Thomas
passed the weekend ln town re
turning Monday to Belmont, Mass,
Mrs. Carrie Thomas and Mrs. Alice
Strickland accompanied them.
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Oeorge Leith and
son of Detroit. Mich., who have
been guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clin
ton Teele, returned home Monday.
Mr Leith was a former resident of
this town . This is his first visit
in 20 years.
W. H. Ingerson has returned from
Portland where he attended the
Red Men Council and was guest
of his daughter Mrs. Walter Black.
When returning from an all-day
picnic Wednesday at Sea-All with
the Rainbow Club, Mrs. Joseph
Headley met with a surprise. Open.
Ing the door to her home and
turning on the tight she was greet,
ed toy the "Seven Little Tailors"
and their wives of which club Mr.
Headley is a member. During her
absence the wives had prepared a
chicken supper which Included a
large decorated cake in honor of
her birthday and which was placed
ln front of Mrs. Head'cy while the
group of friends sang "Happy
Birthday to You." A social eve
ning followed the supper.

Re-Living Happy Schooldays
Recently the bell rang ior the
Eastern Di; trict School. Owing
to the kindness and courtesy of
Miss Anna Coughlin ar.d Mrs.
Jeanette Johnson the annual ses
sion was held at "The Laurie”,
Shore Acres a delightful spot.
At the sound of the bell the
chlldien with shining eyes and
rosy, cheeks came trooping in with
(not books) but lunch baskets,
filled with goodies for the occasion.
Thirteen pupils answered the roll
call—three sisters. Susie. Annie
and Carrie Hopkins; three pairs of
sisters. Sadie and Lola Kav. Lurana and Ada Smith. Bessie and
Annie Farnham. The singletons
were. Josie Brown. Anna Calder
wood. Villa Brown and Louise Arey.
The faculty was represented by
Jennie Hopkins, Jeanette Shields
and Sada Coyle
At noon dinner was served, after
which the pupils Indulged ln walks,
talks, naps and games. The In
telligence test was won by Jennie
Hopkins ard how pleased she was
to receive her rrize. The beano
game wis a tie. between Bessie and
Annie Farmv.m.
Villa Brown was chosen chair
man of the committee for next
year.
Subscribe to The Courler-Oazette.

VINALHAVEN
& ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Service to:
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
ington. Isle au Haut, Swan’s
Island and Frenchboro
WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change without notice.
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
P. M.
A. M.
5.30 Lv. Swan's Island, Ar. 6.00
Ar. 4.40
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar, 3.30
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 2.45
8.30 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Lv. L30
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
119-tf

Farmer

Says

Debt and Third Term

TO THE RESCUE: TRUE STORY
What Happened To the Six-Masted
Schooner Mertie B. Crowley In 1910

Page Five

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST
Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M„ over Stations WNAC, Boston;
WTAG, Worcester; WCSH. Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.

_ hr«•fourth, of
d«o*z

oTtr/,
involving cioimz,
occur in th.
balcony •

Here’s a lusty protest from Rock- , recipe books you’ll be so glad to have,
port, Mass., over our apparent error and t^ey are yOurs for the asking,
(As told by Phillips N. Case, president of the Blair Manufacturing Co.)
of crediting Concord with originat
free. New recipe bocks give you in •
The national debt is the big po
“
Jump,” shouted one of the dory- weighed anchor, and under sail and ing Annadama Bread. The letter
litical issue among farmers accord
spiratlon for Interesting meal;
reads:
"Many
Rockport
people
are
ing to Simon E. Lantz, nationally men as his little boat started to power, ran dead before the seas,
Drop
us a card with your name and
known breeder of purebred cattle at shoot upward on a rising wave di across the breaker torn Wasque amazed when you refer to Anna
dama Bread as stemming from Con address—and ask for the Brer Rab
Congerville, Ill., and president ot rectly toward where the brave wom
Shoal for the entrance to Muskeget cord, for the recipe was original bit recipe book, the Good, Luck
the Aberdeen-Angus Breeders’ Asso
an was already poised to make the Channel, As each sea overhauled with a Mrs. Knowlton of Rockport, recipe book and the Knox booklets.
ciation.
“Some people say that since Wen spring. To the admiration of ev- them, the Priscilla was hurtled for Mass., and was kept a family secret Including the big 56-page book ot
dell Willkie has indorsed the prin- eryone, Mrs Haskell leaped boldly ward on the crest at terrific speed; for several years. I bought it fre Mrs. Knox's recipes, the “Be-Fit—
as each breaker finally dropped quently 50 years ago from their Not Fat” recipe booklet and thn
ciples of the New Deal farm pro
and unhesitatingly over tiie vessel's them behind, the Prisclllla settled
Knox endurance leaflet. Address
gram that there is no
bakery.”
tween the two presidential candi- sde’ while simultaneously the up- into the trough completely out of
Here's another Illusion shattered. Marjorie Mills, Yankee Network,
dates so far as the farmer is con- ward flying dory cut down the dis- • right of everyone on shore, while We thought Annadama bread dated Boston, or your own station.
Wouldn’t you like a free Kirkman
cerned," said Mr. Lantz. ’'Most tance between them. Thus with those aboard watched the next back 100 or more years and loved
farmers know better. They know perfect timing, an accurate leap and comber bear down on them, rearing the old Concord legend of ,rAnna" catalogue? We can send It to you
that on the debt and on the third skillful handling of the dory, Mrs. • far over the stern of their craft iwho was ill-tempered and nagging If you’ll ask for It, and you can sec
term the cleavage between the two Haskell landed little injured square- ■ causing them anxiously to speculate to a point where her husband re what marvelous gifts you get -witli
candidates is fundamental.
| ly in the bottom of the dory, where ' as to whether the boat would wise ferred to her always as "Anna-damn- Kirkman soap, Kirkman Double
“Mr. Roosevelt, when elected in It is not surprising that she [ to it or be swallowed up once and her" but she did bake superb bread duty Soap Flakes and Kirkman
1932, charged previous administra- promptly fainted and lay prone in j for all.
by this recipe. Wouldn't you hate Granulated soap coupons. Use it
tions with extravagance and pledged the icy water which covered the jLuck and skill combined to
keep to give up a lovely legend like that? as a check list on your accumulated
himself to a program of economy, bottom of the dory. Then alter a them clear of the extremely shoal Anyway, try the bread for It’s one coupons to see what you want next.
What has happened? In the first short, hard pull at the oars shespots on which, if she had struck of our pets.
And we mustn't forget the brand
three years of his administration was hauled aboard the Priscilla— bcttgjn, the Priscilla would have
In o movie
"Something old . . . something new Nestle recipe book Just off the
♦hot bt rtmaintd
the New Deal spent as much as the safe for the time being at least.
' been smashed to kindling in the new." Here’s a soft molasses, date, press and offered free to you. Ad
in
the
'theater
first twenty-four presidents comjn explaining how Mrs. Haskell twinkling of an eyelash. But this nut cookie originated last week by dress Marjorie Mills, Yankee Net
12 hour/, a boy
bined had spent in the first 122 years could summon courage to leap from was by no means their whole prob
waz /© weak.
work, cr your own station for It.
of this government’s life, and dur- the schooner, Levi remarked "Oh lem. A sea running over shoal wa Oertrude Carlson of the Little Red
Aom hunger Ibot
ing that time we had several wars they had a TOpe around h„ and ter does not break continuously; it Hen in Providence , . . one of the "Red Hen” Molasses Fruit Cookies
he Aell in tho a’i/l»
best soft molasses cookies we’ve ever
and wa/ hurt’ •
to finance.
One-quarter teaspoon salt. 2 tea- |
Mtmi tMi« »»i at rt <
added. “She was a little woman, but will run along for a time in com had They’re dark and rich, spicy
•'Mr. Roosevelt promised to place
with her clothes soaked, she weighed paratively orderly fashion, then fragrant 4fhd there’s just a hint cf spoons sola >4 cup hot water, j '-----the cost of government upon the
- ■
1 egg. 4 cup shortening, *4 cup [ ---shoulders of those most able to pay. a ton, and wc had to grab her by without warning break Into a the coffee flavor lurking under thi
cemetery netted, with donations. $77,
whit“ sugar, '. cup Brer Rabbit $QUTH THOMASTON
the
arms,
the
hair,
the
legs,
every

smother
of
foam,
racing
along
like
a
In 1930, the wealth of the nation
keen molasses taste,
•
riarlr
of which $31.50 was for the supper;
dark innlacspc
molasses, 3,3'
3’i nine
cups slftpri
sifted nastrv
pastry 1
was paying 69 per cent of govern where we could get a hold, and then tornado, a vehicle of destruction
One more new idea in flavors. Ar. flour, ’4 cup cut Dronjedary dates.
It was with great sorrow that the jjq for the auctiOn. and $14 for
mental costs and the laborers, farm had all we coyld do to hoist her for anything which lies In Its path, inventive lady tried adding chopped
finally to subside again into com fresh mint to part of her peach Jam *4 cup chopped coarse walnuts. 14 many friends here of Mrs. Louise beano The affair was not only a
ers and common people were paying aboard the Priscilla.’’
In
this
way,
but
without
a
rope,
parative
quietude until the next and we think that’s something you cup cooked seedless raisins, 1 tea Rackllffe Wall learned of her death SUcyss financially, it also afforded
31 per cent But last year we found
last Sunday. Mrs. Wall’s mother
**■“ the people of Ash Point, Spruce
that the wealth of the nation was one alter another of the crew were eruption. Time and again, Levi must try. If your peach Jam is all spoon ginger. 1 teaspoon cinnamon.
was the former Lillian Warren of Head and South Thomaston a social
paying only 39 per cent while the rescued. Remarkable as It may was barely able to dodge in the nick made for this year, remember the 1-3 cup cold coffee or water.
get-together. The Cemetery Associ
Dissolve soda ln hot water and this place.
ordinary people were paying 61 per seem, only a single mishap occurred, of time these breaking seas which idea for next.
set
aside to cool. Sift flour, spices The supper and auction held here ation will meet in the near future
but
this
very
nearly
proved
fatal
almost continually bore down on
cent. That ia how Mr. Roosevelt
It's griddle and waffle time around
took care of the forgotten man and to one of the crew of the schooner them from behind with a ven the breakfast table, and we can tell and salt and combine with fruit and last Friday for the benefit of the to decide how this money can be
used to the best advantage.
nuts. Cream shortening; add sugar
and one of the dorymen as well. geance which baffles the imagina
soaked the rich.
you how to get a beautiful drlples.:
"It is beginning to come home to When the colored steward Jumped tion. Even while playing tag with
slowly, and cream until fluffy Stir package into cooking vessel, adding
At the meeting of Forget-Me-Not
farmers that they are paying a large he missed the waiting dory and the breakers, the crew of the Pris modern syrup pitcher without send ln unbeaten egg. and mix well. Stir 14 cup sugar. Stir in slowly ’4 cup Chapter. OE.S, Monday It was
share of the wastage of money in the landed in the sea. The doryman, cilla watched with practiced eyes ing a cent of money. Gather up in molasses. Add sifted dry Ingredi
voted to hold the annual inspection
Roosevelt administration, just as is Patrick Kelly, tried to grab the man for gullies, distinguished by the five box fronts from Kre-mel Sur ents and fruits, alternately with cold water. Add beaten egg yolks Thursday. The Chapters of Lin
everyone else. They are paying in ln the water and hold him over the color of the sea, where the deepest prise. the chocolate powder that coffee or water. Beat well. Add
Add and the boiling water. Cook and colnville, Vinalhaven and Union are
the form of hidden taxes. For in- stern until one or more of hts mates water lay and through which the makes fudge without cooking and dissolved soda. Drop by spoonfuls j s"r until thick Pour into custard Invited. The supper Is in charge
stance, on grains, there is a hidden C0U[d Come to their assistance, but | Priscilla could be navigated with send them to Kre-mel Surprise. on greased baking sheets and bake I cups, cover with meringue and of the associate conductress Mrs.
tax of three cents on every loaf of frantic with fear, the steward less hazard. Working under such P. O Box 72, Boston, Mass. The at 400 deg. F. for about 10 minutes, brown lightly in oven.
Ruby Makinen. In charge of the
bread. On a $4 00 pair of shoes it if grabbed the dory's gunwale, with the a strain, there was no time or en syrup pitcher is made with a glass Yield: about 3 dozens Bplces may Browned Potato Balls
program are Mrs Ella Watts. Mrs.
base,
a
chromium
and
red
cataliii
79 cents.
result that it capsized, dumping ergy to be wasted in mere words,
Aurelia Ripley and Mrs. Delia
be
omitted
if
desired.
Wash
and
pare
large
potatoes
and
top
and
a
stainless
steel
automatic
“On large items which the farm Kelly into the sea. An instant later and one seldom spoke that day.
Robinson.
Annadama Bread
j cover with cold water. With a vegeer must buy the tax cost is tre the empty dory was hurled against
When about midway between the cut-off. A stunning gift, and one
Miss Helen Sleeper of Bridgewater,
mendous. Deere & Co., manufac the wreck and smashed to pieces.
One-half cup Indian meal. 2 cuds table scoop or cutter cut balls out
wreck and the deep water of Mus- you’ll be proud to own.
Mass , and Albert Ricker of Malden,
turer of farm implements, was com
And
we
’
ve
a
handful
of
tested
boiling
water,
1
yeast
cake
dissolved
1
the
potatoes,
allowing
four
to
six
Almost simultaneously a great keget Channel, there came a time
Mass., recently visited at Miss
pelled to pay almost $600 per man
in >4----cup
water,--2 tablespoons
with .boiling
,—
»•warm
--------------,j balls per person Cover
._____
._ . Sleeper’s home.
wave
tossed Kelley high Into the air, when the water everywhere was,
in taxes in 1939 for every man they
alarmingly
shoal,
when
the
gallant
'
with
L
*
vi
Jackson
and
his
mates
shortening,
"4
cup
Brer
Rabbit
mo]
salted
water
and
cook
covered
about
depositing him ln the Intricate netemployed.
Mrs Agr.es Hodson has gone to
little Priscilla seemed to be hope- and
fifteen people rescued from lasses, 1 teaspoon Sterlihg salt, 5 three minutes. Oram and cook
The wastage and extravagance ™rk of ropes which comprised the
them slowly in Land O’ Lakes But Norfolk, Va., to Join Lieut. Com
the
stricken
six
masted
schooner.
cups
flour.
lessly
trapped,
when
she
appeared
of the Roosevelt administration has schooner s rigging, where he was
Stir the Indian meal very slowly ter at the foaming stage shaking mander Hodson, who Is stationed
placed in hock twenty-five out of caught like a fly in a spider s web to be in imminent danger of striking Mertie B. Crowley, was the signal
When them occasionally until they are there.
every 160 acres of farm land in the As a result he was left there by the bottom, breaking up and founder for a spontaneous outburst of wel into the boiling water.
thoroughly
mixed,
add
the
shorten"‘cely browned; about 15 minutes
come
and
rejoicing
such
as
had
ing.
In
that
dark
moment
they
entire United States.
I receding sea—a circumstance which
Pour off butter, sprinkle with salt j
"I find farmers much attracted undoubtedly saved him either from were caught unaware by a great probably never before been seen ing, molasses and salt. Cool. When and chopped chives or parsley.
UNION
by the statement of Wendell Willkie drowning or having his brains comber which bore down on the ln that fishing town. However, no lukewarm, add the dissolved yeastFor information on Maine Cen
MENU
that he will make no changes in the dashed out against the vessel's side, Priscilla from astern and started to time was lost In caring for the sur cake and the flour, enough to make
tral Bus Lines, call Warren, 9068-2
vivors.
in
preparation
for
the
hoped
j
a
stiff
dough.
Knead
well
and
keep
present farm program except to im- Before another sea could engulf break Just before It overhauled her.
Breakfast
or 68-3 adv.
124-126
prove it, that he will return the ten him, he succeeded ln extricating It was too late for action; there was lor safe arrival of whom a building i ln a warm place to rise to more
Chilled Orange Juice
million unemployed to the payrolls himself from the mass of tangled nothing they could do but wait in a on the water-front had been' than double its bulk. Mould into
Prepared Cereal
and thus increase the purchasing ropes and quickly scrambled aloft dreadful suspense when a split sec equipped with cots and blankets,! loaves and let rise until light. Bake Bran Muffins
Broiled Bacon ' Subscribe to The Courler-Oazetre.
while
the
hospitable
women
of
the
I
power of the farmer’s market, and out of reach of the breakers,
in a hot oven (400 deg. F.) for one !
ond seemed an age. In that instant
Coffee
that he will conduct the national
Meanwhile the steward had dis- and during the seconds which fol town had gallons of steaming coffee hour.
Lunch
defense program and the ordinary appeared and was given up for lost, lowed, hope of ever setting foot on brewing over a red-hot stove.
Cheeseburgers
Cole Slaw
Their work done for the day, the Lrmon <rf>m Meringue
business of government on a busi- -p^en suddenly he appeared as rising dry land again was abandoned.
Apple Sauce
One
package
Ocod
Luck
Lemon.
ness-like basis.
fishermen
trudged
wearily
up
the
[
A big sea will sweep under a
from nowhere over the schooner's
Amazing new white
"With the wastage of the Roose high bows, where his shipmates, boat's keel, propel her forward for road from the water-front to their 54 cup sugar, 2 eggs, "4 cup cold •“Red Hen” Molasses Fruit Cookies cosmetic cream —
Tetley
Tea
velt administration in mind and the at the risk of their own lives, were a few seconds and then allow her to respective homes for a mug-up and ' water, 1% cups boiling water.
painless, economic
Put contents of Oood Luck Lemon
threat of perpetuation of power prompt to seize him and help him settle into the trough astern, while some sleep, expecting to get up be
Dinner
al, easy and pleasant
to use. Not irritating
through the third term, farmer..are
the
Morrell's Broiled Ham Slices
the sea creeps onward. Not so with fore dawn and, weather permitting,
to normal, healthy
finding
“
Raisin Sauce
nmuuB there actually are‘ fundamen- Evidently the
sea had literally a breaker. When a sea breaks It go fishing. In the case of Levi
skin. NAIR removes
tai issues in the present campaign.
. ...
.
. carries everything with It, just as Jackson, his footsteps were hastened
•Browned
Potato
Balls
washed the steward back aboard
hair and fuzz clone
Salad
Bowl
with
Tangy
French
to skin. No bad odor
with as much as to say, "We don’t the natives of Hawaii on their surf by his desire to see his wife and
Dressing
— leaves skin soft,
Mrs. Willkie Greet*
want you down here, so get out.” boards ride the breakers on to the their newly bom son.
clean, fragrant.
•Oood Luck Lemon Cream
Later Captain Jackson and each FIGHT MISERY right where'I
beach.
Rowdies With Smile Ho’ever'
«7er
Tryatube ae a ■ aa
Meringue
Magnify this scene a thousand member of his crew were awarded you feel It-with swift-acting
,..
out exactly how it all happened;
Coffee
Mr*. Wendell i e i es cam- C0U[d onjv regard the occurrrence as fold and you will have seme concep Carnegie medals for heroism at sea.
paignmg. It s fun, she says and not
thi
lntl
of miraculous. tion of how this gigantic, frothing
• Recipes given.
(The End)
ha!f as fatiguma. .he expec ed
then
dorlefi ,n. breaker seized the helpless Priscilla
Her . * .
.
interestme ” ste&d of four. Only one person could ln its ruthless clutches and hurtled
campaign trip was so interesting. .
. t
.
. ..i
j
"The crowd. are enormous and * rMCUed
“ t ' 8nd her forward at terrific speed, bew
there’s much interest in their faces many were the hair breadth escapes overhanging into space, there to
-so much interest that it interests before all were safely rescued from pcise on the crest while it remained
me to watch them.” she said.
‘be schooner. Yet all were finally to be seen whether the luckless
Rowdyism, throwing of eggs and taken off, including Kelly and the j craft would be catapulted forward,
other things at the presidential can- steward. Finally when all of thr. j as an athlete throws a Javelin,
didate and his party, do not dis- others were off the wreck, Captain eventually to dive head first to the
turb Mrs. Willkie.
Haskell who was exhausted and bottom and pitch-pole end over end
"There’a been very little of it,” about ready to let go, abandoned his or whether her stern would be
she said. “On the whole, everyone once stately vessel and was success- drawn under, bows pointing toward
the pale blue Winter sky a fleeting
has shown such enthusiasm. Of fully transferred to the Priscilla,
course, it is sad to see prejudices Though fifteen souls had been Instant as though in mute protest to
aroused to such an extent that peo- successfully taken off the stranded being ground into pieces and scat
pie throw an egg at someone who schooner, neither they nor Levi and tered belter skelter.
“Hang on, hang on and bail” cried
has done nothing but smile at his mates were by any means saved,
*Only $25 more for an Eight
them.”
in fact tfie gravest danger lay Levi, but he might Just as well have
in any model!
----------------------ahead. When Levi made his mad saved his breath. Even a fool would
Ne Farm Recovery Here
dash for the wreck, he knew full I hang on, but had the sea broken
The major objective of the New wen that 4o retrace his course Into over the Priscilla it would have
Deal's foreign trade policy was to deeper water was utterly impossible , washed them overboard like so
increase exports ef American farm fOr it wculd have meant bucking many feathers in a breeze. It was
surplus. The dollar value of our ag- the breaking seas all of the way a tense moment during which the
ricultural exports, however, declined He )cnew beforehand that their only Priscilla was sucked down and down
9.2 per cent between the fiscal years hope lay in ccntjnuing on straight until she could not be seen by these
1932 and 1939. Non-agricultural ex- across ty,e shoal where in some who watched from the beach and
ports, on the other hand, increased piaces the water was not more than who, naturally enough, thought
90 per oent in dollar value during three {eet dccp Cou;d he avo!d that she had foundered with all
this period. Total exports increased those extremely shoal spots, and if hands. As the sturdy sloop sank
in that period 51 per cent in dollar
would the Priscilla, now <ower and lower, the water level on
value. In terms of volume our agri- heavil ' ioac-ed stay afloat while all sides seemed to raise above the
cultural exports declined 36 per cent
ran
(he seas oycr sev. cockplt comblng, and threatened inS,e^ethveo.SSmC:1orour,cS «- «
k"' tThan’
‘
Into
the
haven
of
Muskeget
Chandoes
a
purse,
ports declined 58 per cent; wheat
and flour exports 15 per cent; cured nel? It seemed scarcely possible but | Not an Instant too soon, the Prlspork 22 per cent, and lard 56 per the die had been cast and to make cilia slid into a gully of deeper water,
the attempt was their only slim the breaker subsided, and they were
cent.
almost miraculously saved. As Levi
hope.
Nor were the rips and breakers said afterward "II felt like a man
Who WIU Pay It?
On March 4, 1940, after seven the only threat against which they | caught in quicksand, slowly sinkIng_out of
years of Roosevelt New Deal deft- had to contend. Before ,,this. all,i,.
. . sight
, into jthe
» black
.
■ mud.
Model Illustrated: De Luxe "Torpedo” Six TuoJ)oor Sedan $874* (IFA/'/e sideualt tires optional at extra cost)
cits the Federal debt was $42,380 - hands were suffering greatly from j It was sickening, and I felt it was
600.000, an increase of $21,143,000,000 the effects of the long hours of ex all over with us. 'What a tough
since March 4, 1933, or 102.4 per posure to the Intense cold, frem ending,' I thought, ‘after all we have
Just arrived-and nowon Special Display-theValue Leader
cent. This was $6,000,000,000 more having been drenched for hours gone through.' After living through
THIt It WHAT YOU OCT WHtN YOU
that,
I
felt
confident
that
we
would
than the total value of all farm land, from having been buffeted about by
of Three Great New Lines of’'Torpedo” Sixes and Eights
9UY A I9AI PONTIAC!
buildings and livestock in the United stupendous seas, and from the make port."
1. NEW BEAUTY AND LUXUBY
That was the zero moment of a
States as reported in the 1935 farm nerve-wracking strain to which they
made
this
year's
Pontiacs
such
sensational
sales
2. ENCLOSED RUNNING BOARDS
JUS1, arrived! Pontiac’s new 1941
census. If all the real property sub had been and still were subjected. day replete with narrow escapes,
1. OAEATER OVER ALL LENOTH
'
De Luxe "Torpedo” Six that any new successes. It will pay you to be among the first
4. INCREASED ROWER
ject to the property tax in all States Even the two men who had been and it is safe to say that few boat
to
see
this
new,
low-priced
Pontiac
"Torpedo.
”
car
buyer
can
afford!
9.
RECORD
GAS
AND
OIL
ECONOMY
west of the Mississippi River could over-board were scarcely worse off men have ever come so near to
Built.n Oil Cleaner
Not only is it longer, lower, wider, and big
be sold for its assessed value, the than the others. Thus all but com being lost and yet survived. A little
A. LARGER, SAFER BODIES
ger in every way, but it offers Pontiac's daringly *Delivered at Pontiac, Mich. State tax, optional
7. NEW, TRU-ARC SAFETY STEERING
total amount realized would not pay pletely exhausted as those on board later the Priscilla entered the main
different "Torpedo” styling, heretofore avail equipment and accessories—extra. Prices subject
8. NEW INTERIOR LUXURY
off the present Federal debt
the Priscilla were at that time, It passage between Skiff's Island and
9. RERFECTED "TRIFLE-CUSHIONED
RIDE
able only on Pontiac’s higher-priced cars!
to change without notice. AGeneral MotorfValue.
k
10. CHOICE OF A SIX OR EIGHT IN ANY MODEL
would have been very easy to relax Muskeget; and, swept along by the
And yon can tale your choice of a Six or an
(Only $25 more for an Eight)
into Inviting slumber from which great seas almost like a feather ln
Eight engine in any model Jor a difference oj
99 other Improvement* and outstanding
r/jJA feoture* that moke Fentiac mero thon
The Farm Share
there would have been no awaken a cyclone was soon well inside Mus
only twenty-file
Both engines are
te dollars! Doth
_SSSr
evor" America’* Fine*tlew-Frie«d Cor.’*
On a per capita basis, the farm ing. So this was one more menace keget Channel where the seas rap
more poweerful. smoother, more responsive, yet
population of America must carry which Captain Jackson and his fel idly subsided, and where a fleet of
both offer that same record economy which
about one-fourth, approximately low fishermen had to fight, both waiting boats offered, with the best
$11,000,000,000, of the national debt. for their own salvation and for that of intentions, assistance which was
It would take the value of all farm of those whom they had rescued no longer needed.
crops for two years to pay the farm from the schooner.
An hour or so later the safe ar 712 MAIN STREET,
CAMDEN, MAINE
ROCKLAND, MAINE | 12 BAYVIEW STREET,
Are Big Issues.

Odorless Hair Remover

COLDS;

VICKS VAPORUB

NAIR

rxesMtt a /vztv
Cow-Tfrcecf loffiedo Six
towmc

C. W. HOPKINS, INC.

er*' ihare.

Such wu their plight as they

rival at Edgartown of the Priscilla

W. HOPKINS, INC.
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Every-Other-Day

farewell party Thursday night nt
1 CAMDEN GIRL PROMINENT
STONINGTON
Hill Top Inn.
Friends of Joan Witham will be
Capt. Lawrence Oross is home for
pleased to know that she has been a few days.
Capt. Winflrld T. Stinson
ftftftft
ftftftft
Capt. Winfield T. Stinson died at
1 elected treasurer of her class at
The
Bert
Tracys
have
moved
to
HH IW.T.FV T. WTLLLAMB
LUU O. CSBAMPWHI
JUNE COTE
the Cclby house in North Ston his home Oct. 8 He was born here
j
the
Oak
Grove
School
for
Girls.
Correspondent
Correspondent
March 18, 1809, son of Levi and
Correspondent
In the class play Saturday eve ington.
ftftftft
ftftftft
ftftftft
ning. Miss Witham not only had
The Fernandez family have moved Lydia (Thurlow) Stinson, and had
resided here his entire life.
Tel. 190
Tel XX®
a leading role, but portrayed it so to Providence.
Tel. 713
Mr. Stinson was a member of Re
cleverly that she received many
Miss Laura Gross has returned to
liance Lodge, a charter member of
compliments. Besides being ac Boston.
Capt. and Mrs. James Creighton [ In accordance with instructions
Miss Jeanette '■Frances Munroe, tive in hockey. Miss Witham is
the first K. P. Lodge here, and a
•will observe their golden wedding received at the office of the Town
Mrs. Dorothy Conley has been member and former trustee of the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. A riding regularly, is doing special
anniversary Wednesday night at Clerk, every male resident who
Munroe, and Maurice H. Robbins, work in art. and has had a part | confined to the house with a throat Methodist Church.
their home on Main street where has reached his 21st birthday and
son of J. P. Robbins cf Rockland i ln the tennis tournament. She is abscess.
He is survived by a sister. Mrs.
they will keep open house at 8 has not attained Jiis 36th birthday
were married Sunday night at the j
0(Mrs L.
Harry Carle has returned from a Cora Gray; a brother. Melvin; and
o'clock and gladly receive their must register Oct. 16. except men
Baptist parsonage. Rev. W. F Winfield Witham.
week's visit in iProvidence and an adopted daughter. Mrs. Chester
friends.
| who are already in military, naval
Brown performing the single ring
Massachusetts.
Carter; four nieces, one nephew and
Miss Charlotte Jones and Oeorge or diplomatic service. The Rock
ceremony. They were attended by
Dr and Mrs. iL. K Tewksbury one grandson.
port
registration
will
take
place
gin
at
7
a.
m.
Wednesday
at
the
Harlow with Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
her father and mother. Mr. and i
Services were held Friday. Inter
are attending the World's Fair.
Knowlton of Rockland have re in the Town Hall, the hours being
Mrs. Robbins will make their home Opera House and will last until
Ralph Barter Is using the sardine ment was at Woodlawn cemetery.
from
7
a.
m.
to
9
p.
m..
and
will
9
p.
m.
Mr
Tewksbury
expects
turned after a trip through the
in this town.
be under the direction of the Town
that the registration will include factory to store his coal. A runway
White Mountains.
Miss Bessie Bowers, Miss Lillian about 500 from the town.
has been built over the wharf to HOPE
Clerk assisted by a corps of vol
Orey. Mrs. Laura Fuller, Mrs. Inez
Miss Edna Hilt, of Boothbay Har unteer workers. The law provides
Mrs. Tewksbury will serve as the factory.
Miss Bernice Ludwig, daughter of
Crosby, and Miss Margaret Crock head registrar, and the other reg
bor, spent Sunday with her sister, a heavy penalty for those not
The David Sweeders, Nathan Mr and Mrs. Edward Ludwig, of
ett are attending the Orand Lodge istrars are: Mrs. Gertrude Morrow,
Mrs. Minnie Newbert.
I registering, a fine or not more than
Sessions of the Rebekah Assembly Miss Rachel Noyes. Mrs. Mildred Shore and son Jason and Miss Hope, and Gordon Scruton. son of
Mrs. Charles Winchenbach gave $10,000 or imprisonment for not
Sarah Dumar of Boston are guests Mr and Mrs. Everett Scruton <>f
of
Maine, being held in Bangor.
a miscellaneous shower party Sat I over five years, or both.
Ellard. Mrs. Elizabeth Carleton, J. at S. Freedman's.
Lincolnville, were married Saturday
Mrs. Pearl Thompson is spending Herbert Oould. Henry Bickford,
urday for Miss June Parks whose
Mr. and Mrs. Orris Burns have
Mrs. Vesta Webb and sons Alan night at the heme of the bride, Rev.
two
'weeks
in
New
York
City
and
marriage to Robert Knowles cf received word from their son, Or
Mrs. Rita Hopiklns, Mrs. Cora and Raymond have been visiting Duncan Rogers officiating at the
East Orange, N. J.
Miami, Fla. takes place Oct. 27. ris, that he is getting along nicely
Calder. Mrs. Jennie Oilmore. Mrs. Mrs Orace Herrick in Rockland
double ring service. The bride was
Rev. and Mrs. W. F. Brown ware Louise Walker. Mrs. Etta Ingraham,
Miss Parks left yesterday for Miami and his condition is improving. He
Mrs. Lucy Brown, who recently attended by her cousin. Mrs. Esther
m
Bar
per
Monday,
Rtv.
Mr.
Brown
Maurice Payson. Mrs. Peggy Ladd. visited Mr and Mrs. Harold Small, Allen of Milton, Mass., as matron
where she is to visit Mrs. Redding- is a patient at the Walter Reed
attending the Baptist Ministers' Re Mrs. Virginia Ingraham. Miss Ethel
ton Robbins for a time.
Hospital in Washington. D. C. as
of honor, and Earl Ludwig, brother
has returned to Rockland.
treat.
Oliver, Miss Luclne Arau, Miss Eva
Miss Belle Brown has returned a result of injury to his eye re
Miss Olive Conley of Ellsworth of the bride, was best man. After
The Methcdlst Ladies' Aid will Rideout. Miss Mary Taylor, Mrs. Falls was recent guest of Mr. and a wedding trip to Boston and the
to Portsmouth to her work after ceived while cleaning a gun at Ft.
meet Wednesday at 2 o'clock at the Dorothy Harmon. Miss Ethel Sav Mrs. Horace Haskell.
several months at home recovering McKinley where he was stationed
White Mountains, Mr. and Mrs.
age. Warren Conant. Harold Ames.
vestry.
with the Headquarters Division.
from an accident.
Mrs. Lillian Parker of Monroe is Scruton will make their home in
1 The Baptist Church will hold a John Mathews. Percy Keller. Mrs. residing with Mr. and Mrs. Ira Nev- Lincolnville.
Mrs. Allan Jones, of Stoneham. I The Farm Bureau will hold an
'Rally Day and Loyalty Sunday at Sara R. Young. Marion MacMinn ells for the Winter.
Mass., has been guest of Mr. and all-day meeting Thursday at the
i 11 o'clock. The co-operation of the and Mrs. Blanche Prince; and the
"The payrolls of defense workers
Miss Beverly Soper of the fourth
Mrs Frank Hathorne several days, home of Mrs. Minetta Paul: sub
| church and parish is urged for this typists will be: Richard Bond. Mrs.
ject
"Scrap
Books."
The
program
and fifth grade schools has resigned will stimulate employment ln all
coming to attend the funeral of
special day of interest.
Winnie Conley, Mrs. Myrtle Sher and gone to her home in Newport. Industries."—Frances Perkins
Miss Cora Fogerty at Cushing. will be under the supervision of
Edward Bartlett, Elmer Wads man. Charles Spruce, Otis Dean,
Her place will be filled by Miss Edith
Also visiting briefly Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Harold Nash and Mrs. Charles
worth, Manta Fairbrcther, and Ed Fred Mills. Mrs. Grace Lowe, Miss Rossborough of Hollis Center.
Visit Lucien K. Green Sc Son for
Hathorne and having been called Lord of Camden, and the dinner
ward J. Dunbar are employed at the Kathleen Heald, Mrs. Edna Dwinal.
Mrs. Lawrence Cousins with chil Furs: Burdells Dress Shop for
here by Miss Fogerty s death were will be in charge of Mrs. Maud
Western
Electric
plant
tn
Newark.
Mrs.
Ruie
Gross,
Miss
Winifred
dren Nlta and Judy were recent Dresses. Complete stocks always
Mr and Mrs Clarence Fogerty and Walker. Mrs. Loana Shibles and
N. J.
Bu.’kett, Mrs. Marie Dyer, Mrs. guests of Mrs. Kenneth Powers at on hand. New merchandise coming
son, Richard, of Roslindale, Frank Mrs. Ella Overlock.
Mrs. C. W. Babb. Jr., has returned Kathryn Keller, Mrs. Vivaneen Eggemoggln.
in every day at moderate prices.
Fogerty and son. Charles Fogerty,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Salisbury.
home from the Community Hospi Kelleher. Milford Payson. Mrs.
The associate teachers and friends See them today. Odd Fellows Block.
of Galt, Ontario, and Miss Clara Mrs Effie Salisbury, and Mr. and
tal.
Hope P. Oillmor. Miss Olive Coates. of Miss Beverly Soper gave her a School street, Rockland.
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Fogerty of Boston.
Mrs. E. A. Champney spent the
The new officers of the Young Mrs. Edith McCobb. Miss Berniece
This photo, made by Alton Hall Blackington. shows one of Knox
weekend
in
Portland
at
the
home
Mrs. Mary Chapman of Rockland
People's
Intermediate
Porum
at
the
Firth,
Marston
Beverage.
Miss
County's most enchanting spots. And if you don't believe it, ask Charles
of Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Greenlaw.
is caring for Mrs. Abbie Rice.
Baptist Church are: President. Edna Eleanor Hansen. Edward Ladd,
T. Smalley.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Carroll
Rankin; vice president. Katherine Mlss Jeanne Morrison, Miss Helen
Miss Hope Farrington and Leslie
Libby: secretary and treasurer, Dougherty, Mrs. Hazel Talbot, Miss
Clark of Portland were guests Sun and son Howard of Augusta spent street Wednesday, returning to
the weekend with her parents. Mr.
FRIENDSHIP
Betty Kelly; chairman of discussion Anne Boynton, Miss Pearl Knight,
day of Mrs. Clifford Clark
Philadelphia for the Winter.
Mrs. Geneva Hall was recent guest committee. Barbara Cla-.icy: devo and Miss Freda Burkett. Assistants
The harvest supper, which *as and Mrs. W. P. Young in Camden
Burton F Richards is in Mariato have been held at the Metho and his parents Mr. and Mrs. ville to occupy his camp during the of Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Thompson for tional committee. Jean Knowles, Clayton McCobb. Allle U. Dough
chairman. Joan Oreenlaw. Jean erty. Harold Brown. Allen F. Paya few days.
dist vestry Oct. 24. under the aus Walter Carroll.
hunting season.
Smith and Robert Joy; social com son, Charles Lord. Charles Dwinal.
Roy
Cook.
A.
L.
Payne
of
Bald

about the weather won't keep your
Mr. and Mrs Ralph Buzzell and
pices of the Federated Circle, has
Mrs. Lena Wall and daughter
been postponed until November be Dr. Howard A. Tribou motored to Miss Edith Wall, have been guests winville, Mass, spent a few days re mittee , Vilma Colson, chairman; John P. Leach and John Felton.
Frances Prescott, Jack Williams.
home warm this Winter.
cause of the Fish and Game sup Bingham Sunday for the day.
of Mrs. Oeorge Farnsworth and cently on Bradford Point.
is con- This group meets every Sunday aft
Mrs.
Everett
J.
Beckett
per on that date.
The Twentieth Century Club met daughter Nellie at Centre Conway.
JEFFERSON
ernoon at 5 o'clock.
fined to her home by illness.
Order D. & H. Anthracite today.
Friday afternoon at the home of I N. H.
Public Cooking School (Electric)
Mrs. Olive R. McPhail
Miss Marjorie 81mmons who Is a | Dr and Mrs H. J. Pettspiece and
Mrs. Mary St. Clair. Amesbury 1
at
Star
Theatre,
Waldoboro.
Oct.
Mrs. Olive Rose McPhail, widow Hill, with 12 members present.
student nurse at the Central Maine Col. and Mrs. Ernest A. Robbins atOeneral Hospital, Lewiston, is! tended
the
Brewster-Whitmore 22. Oct. 29 and Nov. 5 at 2.30 p.
of Roderick J. MoPhail. died at her
The president. Mrs. Diana Pitts, 1
home Monday morning. She was presided. Mrs. C. Vaughn Over- j
spending a few days with her wedding and reception Saturday ln m. Admission free. All food given*
(Continued from Page One)
away. Everybody welcome. Miss ,
CALL 487
Dexter.
the daughter of Martha Rose and man as reader gave an instructive
parents.
Mr. and Mrs. M I. Holmes of June Freeman, demonstrator.
John Shibles and was bom in this talk on "Parliamentary Law.' Next to a diet to get in shape. I do
Mr. and Mrs. Kelsey Havener. Mr
124-133
Newtonville, Mass., and Mrs. How
town Aug. 27. 1854
Friday afternoon the Club will not need to go on one. Somehow and Mrs R R. Thompson and Mrs
8he is survived by her three chil meet at the St. Clair home with I have always eatbn whatever came Kenneth Thompson were supper ard Snyder of Miami. Fla., and
dren. Mrs. Martha J. Carter. Miss j
guests Friday of Mr. and Mrs. A. V. Montpelier, Vt.. were weekend CUSHING
Miss Mabel Pottle as hostess, and my way.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
guests of Mrs. Maud Sutherland.
Registration of all male residents
Mary E. McPhail and Thomas R. Mrs. Mtnetta Paul as reader. She
We have a fine baseball diamond Rodamrre.
McPhail, a granddaughter. Mrs. will use as her subject "Maine which can be used for football also.
Mrs Percy Wincapaw spent a few Ready for Registration
between 21 and 36 will take place
Mary Carter 8tlles, two great Summer."
With a group of volunteer work- Oct. 16 at Town hall between the '
There has not been much traffic days with her daughter ln Warren
grandchildren. William Calvin and
recently.
ers Instructed and sworn in. Town hours of noon and 8 p. m.
Miss Thalice Spear. L. True here today. I believe not more
Margaret A. Stiles, also several
Mrs. Susie Philbrook, Mrs. Viola Clerk John L. Tewksbury, has ar- )
______ ___
than 20 cars passed the traffic
Spear
Jr.,
and
Harry
Goodridge
of
nieces and nephews.
R^AD ALL THE NEWS
lights. The chief of police on the Durgin. Mrs. Leland Philbrook and rangements all completed lor the j
Cambridge.
Mass.,
with
L
True
Funeral services will be held at
THEN READ ALL THE ADS
civlian end says not many cars daughter Carolyn Sue of Wraren. draft registration which will beher home Wednesday at 2 o’clock. Spear. Sr.. Joining them at Bath, have been going through here. They and Mrs. Percy French of Bridg
motored
here
Friday
to
spend
the
Friends are kindly asked to omit;
are detouring around Little Dia ton spent Wednesday with Mrs. K.
flowers.
Rev. H. F. Leach of th»| weekend with Mrs. L. True Spear.
E. Thompson.
mond Island (Junior Alcatraz).
Federated Church will officiate and Sr. On returning Sundav night,
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Davis and
The foliage is beautiful now. Mr.
they
were
accompanied
by
Mrs.
interment will be in the Village
"DULCY”
and Mrs. Austin Brewer are leav Mr. and Mrs. Earl Davis of Port
Spear
who
will
spend
the
Winter
Cemetery.
Clyde called recently on relatives
ing
for
Portsmouth.
N.
H..
for
a
ln Cim'.ridge.
and friends ln town.
Mr and Mrs Hans O. Heistad few days. He is 1st Sergeant of
Registration at Thomaston will
Miss Sadie Sinclair of Walham.
the 8th Coast. We have met quite
spent
the
weekend
at
Belgrade
as
be at Watts hall. 7 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Mass., is visiting Mr. and Mrs Fred
a
few
of
the
officers
of
the
8th
The Municipal Officers request all guests of Mr. and Mrs. John J. Coast and like them very much.
Young.
who can to register during the day. Hennings.
Mr. and Mrs. Kelsey Havener of
20-148-667
Mrs.
Mary
Louise
Bok
arrived
Your help in reducing an antici
Framingham. Mass. who are cccupated rush ln the evening will be Sunday from Philadelphia to
The following enlisted men of'P>'ln8 °ne *1 lhe Moody “bins for
appreciated by the registration spend a few days at "Rosemary" Batter)' E have be»*n appointed non. a »’cek, motored Friday to Porton
Russell
avenue.
She
was
ac

officials.—adv.
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: land. They were accompanied by
companied by Mrs. Edith Evans commissioned officers:
' Mrs. Kenneth Thompson who visit
Corpoal
John
H.
Breen.
Jr.,
to
Braun, who had been in Philadel
ed at the Marine Hospital. Kenneth
WASHINGTON
phia for a week and was returning Sergeant. Grade 4.
Corporal Wilson E. Burgess, t<) Thompson being a patient there.
Registration for all men between to her Summer home on Mechanic
Sergeant. Grade 4.
the ages of 21 and 35 will be held street for a longer stay.
AT SUNSET—OCTOBER
Private Dennis E. Ames, to Cor
at the Masonic building all day I Miss Ann Townsend will close
| For The Courier-Gazette 1
Wednesday, 7 a. m. to 9 p. m.
her Summer home on Mechanic poral. Grade 5.
eraaon ot cool-borderei 'hade
Private Henry J. Dillon, to Cor The
L> panelled In hemlock ot Jade,
j
A
toil
to the Jewel parade
poral. Grade 5.
cisnioc
The flame ot the oak burns the snow,
Private Clarence W staples,
to
porphry and cinnabar glow
I As pigeon end dragon bestow
Corporal. Grade 5.
blood caved Into a leaf.
The following Privates have been Crystalled
While iamber pours gold on the beech.
The coral la kindling the heath.
New Low Prices on Fuller B rushes
appointed to Privates First Class:
The mountains are droway with sleep.
Private Robert E. Allen.
Where dyea of the lazuli steep
Order Your Gifts of the Fuller Dealer Now
These
blues that the waters ahall keep
Private Hugh C. Athearn.
Until the young moon leans too far
Private Charles R. Barter, Jr.
In watching hla earthly bazaar
And loses her sapphire star.
Private Fred Blackman.
2 SPECIAL VALUES THAT ARE
Sarah N McCullagh
Private Joseph E. Brown.
Rockport
Private
Frank
W.
Demmons.
ALWAYS WELCOME AND USEFUL...
Private Frederick J. Favreau.
than 18 will be served in the Fed
Private Walter L. Fitzgerald.
First impressions count. Good, bad or indiffer
eral Penitentiary at Danbury,
Private Russell S. Hewett.
Conn, according to recent designa
ent,
they're hard to change. So it pays to make
Private Floyd B Kelly.
tion by the Attorney General's De
Romance with howls on the side blossoms for Ann Sothern^and Ian
Private James King.
%ood
first impressions.
partment. Sentences of a year or Hunter in the laugh-jammed new eomrdy, “Dulcy." Roland Young. Regi
Private Edwin E Maillard.
Each envelope is your personal messenger,
less formerly were served in county nald Gardiner and Billie Burke are others involved in the hilarious
Private Elroy W. Nash.
Jails.
proceedings.
classified instantly by the appearance of your
Package of 3 Fuller Tooth
Private Edward A. Parker.
Private Roger L. Perry.
Brushes and your
name in the corner. Which is more impressivePrivate Donald R. Peters.
choice of one can
three lines of black type on a government stamped
Private Charles A. Smith.
of powder or tube
envelope, or a ’’private” envelope with an attract
Private Carlton H. Stanley.
of tooth paste.
Private Lester L. Staples.
ive design that ties in with your letterhead?
Private Edward Widdecomb.
Let us figure on your next envelope order and
REGULAR VALUE
The following Privates First Class
submit soma "corner card” ideas. We may be
have been appointed to specialist
$1.3A
ratings:
able to save you some money, too.
First Class Private Solomon J.
Cohen, Specialist 4th class—Com
pany
Clerk.
now
First Class Private James King,
Specialist 4th class—Cook.
A Welcome and Inexpensive Christmas Gift
The following named men have
enlisted since induction, Sept. 16:
Fred A. Blackman.
■ Henry J Dillon.
Frank Demmons.
The invigorating bath and
John W. DiPietrantonio.
shower brush everyone en
Walter I. Fitzgerald.
joys. Delightful for shampoo.
Richard K. Havener.
Russell 8. Hewett.
Floyd B. Kelly.
George N. McClure.
Ralph F. Munro.
COMPLETE
Oscar B. Rackliff.
WITH TUBE
Charles W. Wooster.
• * • •
Artillerymen Sentenced
These and other appropriate Fuller Brush Gifts
U. 8. District Court Judge John
can be obtained of your Fuller Brush Dealer.
A. Peters imposed three-year peni
Maybe you feel like a mother to that old couch at home,
Prices lowest beyond comparison. Phone today
tentiary sentences on Patrick Debut yeu can easily find another home for it with a Cou
veaux of Thomaston, and Harlan B
rier-Gazette Want Ad. A Want Ad will find a ready
Dinsmore of Rockland, who pleaded
Luyer with rash for anything you don’t want. And very
guilty to violation of the Dyer Act
quirkly, too!
by transporting stolen automobiles
in interstate commerce. These sen
Frontal baauty of all 1941 Oldamobilea ii accentuated by heavier chrome bare and radiator grille*.
Call 770—Ask For An Ad-Taker!
93 UMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND, ME. TEL. 431-W
D.-r.'.’aSig.it type bumpers form an integral part of the car deiign, blending into the body linea
tences and all others carrying as
122-124-126
and Oldsmobile’s new "wing-type” fenders.
I
many as four months but not more

THOMASTON

ROCKPORT ,

SUNSET AT MEGUNTICOOK

CAMDEN

With Our Soldiers

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

STRAND THEATRE WEDNESD’Y-THURSD’Y

Good News For Christmas Shoppers

Fuller Tooth Brush and
Powder Combination

Front View of 1941 Oldsmobile

99c

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

FULLER SHOWER BRUSH

$2-5

MOTHER

F. L. CLARK, Local Dealer

Every-Other-Day

OCl ETY.
Miss Velma Byrnes, on vacation
from her duties as manager of Sears
order office, accompanied by Mrs.
William Byrnes, went Sunday to
New York, where she will visit the
Sears plant. They will be guests
enroute of Mr. and Mrs. Alden Luf
kin in Medford, Mass.

Miss Carrie Barnard and her
niece, Mrs. Albert Axmann and hus
band of Medford, Mass., and Mrs.
C M Walker of Swampscott, Mass.,
drove down for a weekend call on
their many dear friends in Reekland, headquartering at the Cop
per Kettle for their stay, with calls
on many lifelong acquaintances.

Miss Ruth Grover of Athol.
Mass., was the weekend guest of Mr,
Anderson Auxiliary. S.U.V. will
and Mrs. Russell Bartlett.
meet Wednesday night in G AR
hall. The 6 o'clock supper will
Mr. and Mrs. Luke S. Davis. Mr. have Mrs. Velma Marsh as chair
and Mrs. Nestor Brown, Mr. and man.
Mrs. Milton Rollins Mrs. Vivian
Harden. Mrs. Annie Aylward and
A reception honoring Mrs. Cath
Oliver B. Lovejoy are in Bangor this erine Voter, Department President
week, attending the Rebekah As of the S.U.V. Auxiliary, was held
sembly and Grand Lodge and Saturday night ln Farmington.
Grand Encampment, I.O.O.P.
Those attending from Anderson
Auxiliary were Doris Amep, depart
Mr. and Mrs. Clarencse Robishaw
ment treasurer; Stella McRae, de
of Poughkeepsie, N. Y. have been
partment press corrrespondent;
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Mae Cross, past department presi
Robishaw, Columbia avenue.
dent and Nellie Achorn, Ellie
Mr. and Mrs. Prank W. Puller are Knowlton. Gladys Murphy, Clara
with the Wyman Fosters in Bangor Payson, Velma Marsh and Mary
Dinsmore. Mrs. Ames and Mrs. Mc
for the week.
Rae were ln the receiving line.
Mrs. Hugh A Bain entertained a
The first meeting of the sekson of
family "Snow" party at her cottage
at Crescent Beach Saturday, Mrs. the Methebesec Club will be held in
Alice Erskine was an added guest. the Tower Room of the Community
Building Friday at 2.30 p. m. The
The Mission Circle of First Bap hostesses will be the officers of the
tist Church will meet Wednesday at club: President, Mrs. Mary Avery;
vice president, Mrs. Alice Jameson;
2.30 in the church parlors.
secretary, Mrs. Irene Walker; treas
At the meeting of the W.C.T.U. urer. Mrs. Julia Murray; auditor.
Friday afternoon “High Lites" of Mrs. Katharyn St. Clair; directirs
the State Convention at Bangor Miss Caroline Jameson and Mrs
were given by Mrs. Jeanette Dun- Ruth Ellingwood. The program will
ton and Mrs. Clara Emery, dele consist of a report of the Federa
gates attending. Recommendation tion, and a lecture by Capt Keryn
of ’the State president, Mrs. Au ap Rice pertinent to the subject of
gusta Christie were read and, dis the coming season. China. Mrs.
cussed. They included: Holding Ella Orimes. guest exhibitor, will
temperance Evangelistic meetings; show Chinese garments.
Organize Youth groups; hoid in
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Robinson. Miss
stitutes; hold public meetings in
viting business men and women to Adelaide Damon entertained Mr and
attend; a larger more systematic Mrs. E. P. Ginn of Portland,
distribution of W.C.T.U. literature; Mrs. Doris Pearson. Miss Edna
more subscriptions to papers. Union Small of Boston. Mr. and Mrs. El
Signal and Yeung Crusader; con mer Crockett and John Crockett of
tinue to make protests; co-operate Rockland at their Ginn s Point cot
with other organizations in observ tage "Robinwood'' at dinner Satur
ing 3rd Sunday in May as “I Am day night. The occasion proved to
An American'; enhance the spiri be a surprise birthday anniversary
tual life. A pregram for the en party, complimenting Mrs. E. P
suing year was presented and con Ginn. Mrs Doris Pearson Mrs. El
sidered. Oct. 25th was designated mer Crockett and Miss Edna Small,
as Roll Call Day. It was voted to all four birthday dates being within
invite the State president Mrs. the week. The table was decorated
Christie to address an Institute on with bouquets of pink and white cut
flowers, and a large pink basket
Nov. 8.
served for the centerpiece with a
Visit Lucien K. Oreen & Son for favor for each guest. The place
Furs: Burdells Dress Shop for cards were very unique, and were
Dresses. Complete stocks always made by Mrs. Robinson. A lighted
on hand. New merchandise coming birthday cake was presented to
Technicolor
in every day at moderate prices. each of the four.
See them today. Odd Fellows Block. movies of the Legion parade were
School street. Rockland.
107-tf shown.

Atlantic Models
for ’41

Mrs, John M. Richardson was
hostess last night to T.H.E. Club,
with honors going to Mrs. Louis
Cook and Mrs. Sherman Rokes, and
traveling prize to Mrs. Daniel
Paulitz.

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Gibb nf
Ithaca. N. Y., and Mrs. John Glob
of Swampscott. Mass., are at the
Copper Kettle. John Gibb is ln Know
Hopltal as the result of an explosion
Friday on the boat “Naiad."
Mrs. Harvey Small was given a
surprise shower Friday night at her
home on Pacific street, receiving
many dainty gifts. Buffet lunch was
served, and guests were Mrs. Elea
nor Wells, Mrs. Frances Martell
Mrs. Marion Harris, Mrs. Ruth Lar
son, Mrs. Evelyn Watts, Mrs. Audrey
Harding. Mrs. Bud Sprowl, Mrs
Vivian Freeman, Mrs. Rose Free
man, Miss Marion Freeman and
Mrs. Elizabeth Upham. Those who
sent gifts but were unable to at
tend were Mrs. Bertram Cunning
ham, Mrs. Ellen Creighton and
Mrs. Carolyn Mitchell.
Mr. and Mrs. Amory Allen, Mrs
Margaret Ames of Brockton. Mass ,
and Mrs. Mabel Thorndike went on
a motor trip over the weekend,
traveling to Eustis ln northern
Maine and through Rangeley.
The Albert H. Newbert Assocla
tion will meet Friday night, with
Mr. and Mrs. George 6t. Clair, at
Crescent Beach. The picnic supper
will be in charge of the men.

Mr. ind Mrs. Charles Gardl and
children, Luana and June, were
holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs
Donald Perry.
Mrs Annie Follett, who has
spending the Summer with
sister, Mrs. Irene Winslow, ln
erty, returned yesterday to
Vernon, N. Y.

been
her
Lib
Mt

Mrs. E. F. Glover entertained in
formally at a coffee party last
Thursday, the guest of honor be
ing Mrs. Pryor of California.
Roy Joyce of Morris Heights. New
York visited here last weekend.

Mr. and Mrs. McNeal Brown of
Dry Mills are guests this week of
Mr. Brown's mother, Mrs. Ralph W
Brown, Oak street. Mr. Brown is
superintendent of the State Game
Farm at Dry Mills, recently de
scribed in this paper.

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Robishaw.
New County road, were called to
Fairfield last night, by the serious
illness of their son Albert.
Dr. Mary Reuter is on a vacation
trip into Massachusetts and New
Ycrk.
x

Mr. and Mrs. Fred E. Harden,
daughter Dorothy, ?on Sidnty and
Miss Shirley Stickney motored to
Rangeley Sunday where they were
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
C Hamel.
The Junior Rublnstlin Club held
its first meeting last week in the
East room, at Community building,
with President Geraldine Norton
presiding. She read a greeting to
the members from tlie junior coun
selor. which was appreciated Miss
June Chatto. treasurer, reported a
balance of $762 In the treasury.
Miss Ruth Seabury was appointed
program chairman for the next
meeting Oct. 23. which will be open
to new members. The first half of
the club year will be devoted to the
study of composers, and the last
part to the study of types ot music.
Miss Chatto, Miss Leona Wellman
and Miss Marguerite Mahoney were
chosen for the committee for the
Christmas party, and it is planned
to present a program at a future
meeting of the senior club.

Today and Wednesday
t

Two

Double Horror Show!
Major Features
Two

“Return ot The Frog”
and

“The Demon Barber
Of Fleet Street”

THURSDAY
ON THE STAGE

Third Edition of

The new Atlantic Ranges are the best we have
been privileged to show in many years—and we are
distinctly proud to have you see them.

Superb Efficiency, a Oreat Baker
Oreat Fuel Economy.
Genuine Beauty of Design.
All the New Finishes.
Reasonable In Brice.
Liberal Allowance On Old Range.
Cash or Easy Terms.

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
315-323 MAIN STREET,

I

REMEMBER THIS BUILDING?

Rubinstein Triumph
Local Club Presents One
Of Finest Concerts Rock
land Has Known In
Long Time
»

This And That

HAINING-HEALD
An attractive wedding took place
at 9 o'clock Sunday at the Camden
Baptist Church when Miss Bar
bara Heald. daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. W. D. Heald, became the
bride of Fred J. Haining, son of
Mr. and 'Mrs. F. H. Haining of
Rockland. The Rev. W. F, Brown
officiated at the double ring cere
mony.
The bride who was given in mar.
riage by her father, was gowned
in white satin entrain with finger
tip veil and carried a sheath of
white gladioli.
She was attended by her sister,
Kathleen Heald, who wore flow
ered taffeta and carried pink glad
ioli.
Robert Hussey of Rockland was
'oest man. The ushers were Byron
Haining. brother of the groom, of
Rockport. Charles Dean of Cam
den. William Butman and Ray
mond Fogarty of Rockland.
The church was appropriately
decorated with Fall flowers and
autumn leaves. Miss June Cote
played the organ music and Donild Welt of Rockport sang "O
Promise Me."
A wedding breakfast was served
the bridal party at Green Gables
jnmedlately following the cere
mony.
The bride Is a graduate of Cam
den High School in the class of
1937 and the grocm graduated
rom Rockland High School In
1936. Mr. and Mrs. Haining will
make their home on High street in
Bath where he is assistant man
ager at the Olympic Theatre.

(By K. S. F.)
After almost 50 years in the field
of better music, the Rubinstein Club
has been able to demonstrate the
worthwhileness of serious study of
By K. S. F.
this majestic art, by presenting one
of the most notable concerts ever
given in this city in point of cul
Too bad the sardines ran the
tural and musical appreciation. The gauntlet of not getting into the
club is most fortunate in having nets as freely this year as usual
added to its list of members singers Never needed more than at this
once heard in the New York Metro time of stress for food.
• • • •
politan Opera Company, who are at
home among us—Raychel Emerson Disaster Worker Meets Alligator
and Mrs. Ardelle Lundell. And we
Mosquito-infested swamps, alliga.
have our talented and highly trained tors and impassable roads were
and much loved Lottie McLaughlin among the factors with which Red
These with much other voice talent Cross disaster relief workers con
of note will life the program
tended ln the rehabilitation pro
high levels. And with the largely gram following the hurricane
Increased numbers of real artists which struck Georgia and South
in pianoforte and Miss Bertha Luce, Carolina.
a wizard in violin artistry we feel
Maurice R. Reddy, assistant na
the winter will give to us an aus tional director of Disaster Relief
piclous term in our list of worthy Service, reported that relief work
and artistic concert history. With ers made long trips through mos
Miss Dorothy Laiwry, our tireless and quito-ridden swamps to reach vic
brUliant president at the wheel, not tims of the storm. In many sec
one of the club members would fall tions, he said, automobiles were
to give of their best.
abandoned ln favor ot ox-cart
This entertainment reviewed in travel. One relief worker came
the Saturday issue of this newspa face to face with an alligator when
per was such an innovation and she was Inspecting her car after
worthy of individual congratulation becoming entangled in underbrush
that Rockland can muster and com
Red Cross relief operations are
now being conducted ln 13 states
bine so much talent in one club.
Seated at the four ends of the at a cost of $500,000 for housing RICHARDSON-ROBINSON
Lawrence Richardson of this
Doesn't look much like Knox Hospital, does it? But it is—or was. | tables were the president. Miss feeding, repair of damaged dwell
:lty, son of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
It shows the old Stackpole house at the rorner of White and Maple Lawry and Mrs. Nettie Bird Frost ings.
Richardson, and Miss Helen Rob
streets, which marked the beginning of the hospital, although of course ; who worked valiantly to arrange the
the wooden structure has long since disappeared. Originally it was a I evening's events, with Mrs A. J Letter Expresses Thanks for Food inson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
rooming house, and several of Rockland's prominent ritliens of other j Bird and Mrs. W O. Fuller at the
A letter signed by two French Charles Robinson of Needham and
days foregathered here. Later it became an Episcopal orphanage known
were married
I
coffee
urns
dispensing
that
delicious
families
obviously written in a Auburn, Mass.,
as “The House of Good Shepherd." with the late Rev. J. S. Moody direct
Thursday at the home of the
.
beverage
to
the
brilliant
audience
of
feminine
hand,
expressing
the
ing Its affairs.—From an old photo loaned to this paper bv Mrs. Ralph T.
over 100 sitting at the charmingly gratitude of refugees who fled to bride ln a charming ceremony per
Clark.
' arranged tables so lovely in fall safety in southern France, has formed ty Rev. Albert Wheelock
[coloring.
been received here by the Ameri it Auburn.
L. E. Frost returned Monday to j Browne Club will meet Friday
Present at the ceremony from
The president announced a letter can Red Cross.
South Boston, where he is employed night with Mrs. Dorothy Crie,
this section were Mrs. Herbert
“
The
French
families:
Robert
received
from
our
oldest
charter
after spending the weekend at his Beacon street.
member, Mrs. Carolyn Burpee Shaw, Maroquesne . . . and George Agre Richardson. Mr. and Mrs. Francis
home in this city.
------—
who is now in her 81st year. She want to express their sincere Merchant, Mr ' and Mrs. Weston
Charles Higgins left Sunday for
thanks for food that has been dis trey. Mrs. Doris Wright and Miss
Ernest E. Johnson who is em Boston where he will enter the was the first vice president of the
tributed to them which has reached Wilma Wright, Miss Elsie Rackliff
club,
and
still
gives
to
her
loved
ployed ln Auburn, spent the week Lahcy Clinic for treatment.
them in a perfect state of fresh and Herbert Loring.
music
one
hour
of
practice
each
day.
end in Portland as guest of his
The couple departed on a brief
ness and preservation," it read.
Miss
ShirleyB
’
.
ackington
went
I
Mrs
8haw
has
bcen
Influential
In
father and grandparents.
wedding trip to New York which
"They
want
to
tell
you
their
yesterday to Pelham. N. Y., for a ,lhe lead:n« movements for musical
, study in Rockland from early wom gratitude for the beautiful human will later exter.d to this city, fol
Mrs. Blanche Shadie was hostess week's visit with friends.
anhood and is a valued member solidarity of which America shows lowing which they will resume
Monday afternoon at the Grand
proof under the actual circum heir occupations, he with a Need
The Mission Circle of the First Mrs. Frost read the letter with great
Army hall when a most successful
stances with regard to our popula ham painting concern and she ln
charm,
and
after
this
reading
gracebeano party was held. The prizes Baptist Church will meet in the
i clerical capacity in the same
tion in distress.''
were selected by Mrs. Shadie. The church parlors Wednesday at 2.30 | fully Invited all present who held
;lty where they will make their
•
•
•
•
music ln their hearts to Join with us
members of Edwin Libby Relief; p. m.
home.
On Main street recently was seen
in earnest study.
Corps will have a rummage sale
-------parked a Model T Ford that had
Mrs.
Blanche
Morton,
who
always
Thursday at 10 a. m at the Grand
Miss Katherine Veazie will be
CAPT. CHARLES W. COLE
Army hall. All members wishing to hostess Wednesday night to Ton Ian does things well. read. Mrs. Nathalie seen many vicissitudes. This ca;
Capt Charles W Cole, 86. master
donate please get their articles to circle at her home on Shaw I Snow's finely written paper entitled was parked between some especially of numerous lumber vessels that
beautiful
new
and
high
priced
I
Federation
Echoes.
This
was
an
the hall as early as possible or no- avenue.
| intelligent resume that held close models. The Model T looked very piled up and down the New Eng
tlfy Mrs. Oladys Murphy. The
land coast, died Thursday noon
Mr and Mrs. A. H. Benner and , at*nt|Pn ,™en cam* «rs Ruth
.. a modest but it bore this sign in at the home of his daughter, Mrt
regular supper will be oititted. The
large
letters,
"Don't
laugh
at
me
for
business session will take place at family of Bangor were in the city Collemer with more of the meeting
Charles Ronco, Rockland, with
_ ..
.
„ . ...
.
in Gardiner, and made everyone I am paid for.”
7 JO.
Sunday and called at the home
...
,’
.
.. . .
whom he had been visiting the
• • • •
of- Mr. Benr.ers» cousin, Albert i »'lsh she
. . might
. ,, _.have attended,
. ,
last two weeks.
The
D.A.R.
should
be
very
proud,
w
.
,
|
Mrs.
Mabelle
Strong
ln
he
rmasMrs. Edith Follansbee and Mrs
Born in Machiasporl, a son of
and
no
doubt
they
are,
of
Mrs
_____
terly handling played two piano
Eva Joseph are home after a 2003
Toel ar.d Mary Cole, he took to the
Henry
M.
Roberts.
Jr.
.
president
numbers
that
held
the
audience
en

mile trip which Included a visit to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dyer of
general of the national society; for *a as a ltd aid fol'owed It all
Niagara Falls.
Fairhaven, Mass., were recent tranced. Miss Raychel Emerson sang
her personal beauty as well as bril his life until his retirement at the
guests of Mrs. Dyer's sister. Mrs. with feeling and distinction her
age of 65. He had made his home
voice being particularly fine ln the liant attainments and excellence ln
The Joint birthdays of Joan Look George Moody.
character nd gentility. She was in Bath for a number ot years
deep
rich
notes
of
the
Indian
song
and Louise Veazie were celebrated
rnd since the death of his wife,
Mrs. Effie Oulaker of Medford, Pale Moon. Our brilliant violinist presiding at the Washington. D. C .even years ago. with whom he
by a lobster dinner party last week
meeting
of
Oct.
10
and
11.
at the Sl.nmons residence, Knox Mass., has been calling on friends Miss Bertha Luce, with Mrs. Ruth
elebrated his Oolden Wedding an
Sanborn at the piano and what
street. The dining room was gatly here and ln Warren.
niversary in 1932. he had divided
Again
there
comes
to
me
a
de

those two can't do with the piano
decorated in pink and white and
Us time by living with his four
Miss Mildred Moody is having and violin isn't worth doing. They lightful and generous box of penny daughters.
balloons with each guest's name
For a great many
royal,
and
this
time
from
Corlwere
most
gallant
with
encores.
Tainted cn were used as favors a week's vacation and will spend
years he commanded the schooner
well
Island
as
the
post
ofllce
ad

A new voice to most of us came
Music and guessing games followed it in Boston.
Edith McIntire, and other well
next, that of Mrs. Ardella Lundell dress was given as Port Clyde, with tnown vesels commanded by him
the dinner these guests being prize
no
name,
only
the
post
office
box
The
first
Circle
supper
at
the
who
has
much
personal
magnetism
winners: Virginia Witham, Louis"
vere the Seguin, Oakes Ames and
Veazie. Betty Holmes. Christine Congregational Church Wednesday with her exquisite musical appreci number. My thanks went to that I. Kennedy.
box.
I
will
acknowledge
my
ignor

Newhall and Ruth McMahon. Those night has Mrs. Corwin H. Olds as ation. 3he sang a group of songs deCapt. Cole is survived by two
present were Christine Newhall, chairman, assisted by Mrs. Glen lightfully wtth Mrs Faith Berry so ance as to the exact location oi »ns. Capt. Lester Cole. Galveston,
Corlwell
Island
but
from
the
beauty
Lawrence.
Mrs.
Alan
Bird,
Mrs.
Virginia Witham. Shelby Olendensatisfactory in her accompanying
Tex., and Otis Cole of Bath; four
Mrs.
Everett Our Junior Rubinstein member was of McGee and Barter Islands I am
ning, Elaine Poust, Oloria Witham, George Foster.
laughters, Mrs Ronco of RocfcBetty Holmes. Polly Havener, Ruth Humphrey. Mrs. A. W. Foss, Mrs. J brought into the program and sure this must be an enchanting and. Mrs. Harry Joy of Camden.
McMahon,. Ruth Emery and the C. H. Duff. Mrs. E D. Spear. Mrs. played with infinite skill, this was spot, and my stock of pennyroya Mrs. Raymond Smith and Mrs.
hostesses Louise Veazie and Joan Charles Emery. Miss Flora Fish. Miss Dorothy Havener. And when for the Winter is now very pleas
Jrer.ton Ayer, both of Bath; seven
Look Mrs. E. R. Veazie assisted Mrs. J. E. Stevens, Mrs. W. W. Lottie McLaughlin sang, by request ing.
• • • •
trandchildren and two great
Spear.
A
white
elephant
sale
will
Mrs. Look ln serving.
the glorious "Ave Marla” she
The Rockland Rctary gives this trandchildren.
be held in the church parlors, fol brought added distinction to the
The funeral was conducted Sunlowing supper.
Ave and herself. She sings with advice:
lay afternoon In Bath. Rev. For"Beneath
this
stone
lies
Solomon
dignity and understanding and not
Wednesday-Thursday
?st L. Littlefield of Boothbay HarThe Garden Club members are a little was added to her singing by
Gray.
reminded that the Fall meeting of the accompaniment played by Mrs Who died maintaining his right- □or, formerly of Wesley church,
3ath, officiated.
of-way;
the Medomrk Region of the Gar Sanbom and the obligato by Mis?
I HUGH WITH DULCY!
den Club Federation of Maine Luce.. Miss McLaughlin's other He was right we will allow,
Mrs. Frank C. Howe. North Main
will be held Friday at the Cos numbers were also beautiful espe But It makes no difference tc
.treet is visiting friends and relaSolomon now."
mopolitan Club House, Washing daily her encore which she played
••••
lves in Winchester and Andover.
ton street, Bath with registration with such artistic finesse her ac
The oldest musical organizatloi
starting at 10 a. tn.
companiment.
ln America in continuous existence
Mrs. Berry and Mrs. Nettie Averill since 1808 is the Harvard Univer
ALL TO THE PURPLE
gave us with all their beauty of sity Orchestra.
lFor The Courier-Gazette J
rhythm in duo two numbers by the
• • • •
The purple flnch
Cranky? Reatleae?
, charming Charminade, and again
Alight on the hough.
There Is always semething to
Can't sleep? Tire
The purple flowers
we heard Miss Emerson's powerful take the Joy out of life, Isn't there?
Became of
Abloom anyhow
voice
in
song,
and
this
really
dis
■
’
F
■
female functional
On walls or In pasture.
That is, if you lock on the dull side
In garden and ten
“
dlaorders
”
causing
monthly
dis
tinguish-d concert ended with Miss But keep this in mind—whet yout
The purple cow mooing
tress? Then try Lydia E. Plnkham'a
Luce and Mrs. Sanborn again ‘n ingenuity on the grindstone of re
Outside ot her pen.
Vegetable Compound. Plnkham'a
violin and piano.
Compound Is famous for helping
search and find a way out of the
The winds In the skyway
such rundown, nervous conditions.
Clouds purple ln mass,
A really notable start of the sea dark for It has always been done
Trees glorious coloring.
Made especially /or women. WORTH
son by the music club that will cele ThLs sob stuff comes from the
Reds, yellows and brown
TRYING! Any drugstore.
Away on the sky line
brate its golden jubilee ln 1941.
Phytopathology, a journal of botany
'Tls purpling down
that announced a new plant disease,
For Fall's In the oiling
With purpling frown
a veritable “vegetable spider" in the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
C.
Jones,
Tal

K. 8 F
Rockland.
bot avenue visited Miss Nathelie form of hard spot that forms and
sends out or radiates fan shape net
Jones In Boston last weekend.
work. The urge is to spray with
Miss Roxene Nichols of Dover- good mixture for that or any disease
G R A P H I C 1 S
Foxcro.'t was a weekend guest of of plants.
• • • •
her sister, Miss Relief Nichols.
Enchanting stories go with some
of the findings of precious stones.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Nelson Mac Here is the story of the discovery
THEATRE
Tel PS i
Ian HUNTER - Roland YOUNG
Dougall of Portland were week of the Alexandrites. ThLs stone
ending with the John McLoon's was first found in the Ural Moun
Reginald 6‘RDlNii -Bine BURK!
lynne CARVER • Dan DAILEY, it
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY returning home Sunday afternoon tains in 1833. and it was on the very
MARCH OF TIME
Special Camden Bargain Days j Mr. MacDougall was here especial day set apart for celebrating the
given with the
ly for the Smith funeral in Thom coming of age of the Cesarevich
“ON FOREIGN FRONTS”
Matinee 15c.
Evening 25c, 20c
aston. Mrs. Smith being a close afterwards Tzar Alexander II in
.NEW CREME LOTION,
SCREEN PROGRAM
friend.
whose honor this stone was named
NOW PLAYING
A Hillbilly Jamboree of
by Nils Gustaf Nordenskeold of Hel
leave the hair soft and lovely
“BRIGHAM YOUNG”
Fun
Entertainment
Music
A farewell party In honor of singfors, and no one in Russia was
Weaver
Brothers
and
Elviry
with
!m!ss Beatrice Philbrook, who will allowed to wear this stone except
BEAUTY AIDS
“IN OLD MISSOURI"
TYRONE POWER
I go to Kittery in November, -was royalty. The stone is remarkable
The
Flag
Speaks"
Cartoon,
News
LINDA DARNELL
held Wednesday night in the tower by being dlctoirore generally ap
AT POPULAR PRICES
room at Community Building, with pearing dark or brilliant green by
Miss Polly Spear and Miss Peggy daylight and of the raspberry red
TONIGHT
Will NOT be shown in Rockland Havener the hostesses. A full eve shades by artificial light or by day
ning of games and dancing was en- light transmitted through the stone.
BRIAN A1IERNE
poyed by 60 classmates. A happy Red and given being the military
RITA IIAYWORTII
' climax was the table loaded With colors of Russia, sometimes a jewel
"LADY IN MCESTION”
73 PARK ST.,
TEL. 1978
2.00, 6.30, 8.30
Week Days,
refreshments and bowl of punch er will try to sell a pink stone calling
Three Shorts
Cash Night
Ample Parking Space
3.00, 6.30, 8.30
Sundays,
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Matheson It Alexandrite, but It's not a Royal
Jwerf chaperones,
Alexandrite,

rNervous
Restless
ft ? . I _ I
la I PI A I
Ull lu ■

COMIQUt

They possess all the virtues of a truly great
range.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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PERMANENTS

Varieties
All New Faces, New Acts
ON THE SCREEN
“SLIGHTLY TEMPTED”
with
HUGH HERBERT

ROCKLAND, ME.
hoc k u a

Strand f.

PAYSONS’
BEAUTY SALON

Every-Other-Day
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EALM OF

Vitamins Arc

1940 Call for Red Cross Recruits

New Chart Tells Vitamin Story

InVogue;Let’s

Get tlie Facts

Mu

VITAMINS

v

Common Foods asSources of Vitamins
UllCTfl

SIC

A

c+

B
n
''Government employment has in
E*eU
n»t»5tn« AWUi
In
recent
years,
the
term
“
vita

creased nearly 100 per cent. Gov min” has become a household word.
“35s
iy Gladyt Si. Clair HeislaJ
4oz 6885 389 3343 35.5 ♦
ernment expenditures have in To nearly everyone it means vim,
creased nearly 200 per cent, now ! vigor, vitality, and all thnt goes with
659 1980 7.8
4oz *
amounting to over nine billion dol- ' good health. What are these vita
KIDNEYS
4oz 743 515 2603 19.8
The Pine Arts Course at Clarke Mr. Cordell Hull, to the members
lars. Government borrowing has in mins anyhow? What is the story
___
SWEETBREADS
4oz *
373 907 3J
University in Worcester, Mass., j of the All-American Youth Or
creased over 150 per cent. Here is back of them?
chestra.
BRAIL
♦
4oz
280
439 9.0
The
ex
Etcr.cc
of
certain
uniden

which our good friend, NeU Tol- ,
a real political boom. Here is one
• • • •
tified substances hasing superior
>loz 67 227 294 8.4
man. attends each Winter, an- | A radio commentator says that
nutritive properties was suspected
337 397
4oz *
long, long ago. Ao early as 1C0O
nounces its offerings for the 1940- war on England has failed to break
B.C.,
Egyptians
ar.d
Chinese
lrit
on
♦
4oz
310 414 16.2
41 season. It is a thrilling one. down the morale of the people,
the discovery that eating livers
♦ 1602 344 11.0
4oz
and
as
an
example
cites
the
hurdytoo. let me say, and perhaps it
would improve one’s vision in dim
151 Ibb
4oz *
light. Today we know that the liver
,owl
will cause more than one of us to gurdy which continues to turn out
supplied vitamin A, recognised as V^^ovsnits
its merry notes in the streets de
Kz«
150
225
5
envy Miss Tolman her good for spite the havoc being down by
a-protective food factor for night
few 4440
0 629
vision.
About
1720,
Kramer,
an
Aus

tune in hearing such an array of shot and shell. The hurdy-gurdy,
!%«»
trian physician, found that when -He
J4 177 3.3
373
0 8
artists. The season opened Oct. lending a cheerful and perhaps de
7.1
certain fresh foods, such as vege
248 82 382 1.0 2.5
4
fiant
note
to
the
onslaught
from
tables
and
fruits,
were
added
to
6. with Maurice Evans. Shakespear- 1
h.z 231
0
0 II
the diet of persons suffering from
the sky, offers an assortment of
ean actor, giving a lecture-recital
scurvy, this disease was cured. To
l.{ ♦
10 tunes—waltzes and jigs and
120 36
[HrjaiEESE
day we know that these foods sup
on "Shakespeare in Peace and marches, and songs. The new
^•1
373
8 120
plied
vitamin
C.
These
and
other
War.” Mr. Evans this season is popular tunes have their place but
races of earlier times afford an
activity in which the enterpriser has
0 131
0
to play with Helen Hayes in the old favorites still linger on.
become both rich and powerful. But interesting background to our pres
60
W
h
28
71
4.5
ORANGES £^9
all this has been accomplished at ent knowledge or vitamins.
"Twelfth Night." Other attrac such as "Over the Waves." "A
50 76 113
41.3
Little Bit Off the Top," and "The
the
expense
of
the
people,
who
have
Word
Coined
28
Years
Ago
tions will be: Malvina Hoffman,
(/jSU; BANANAS
. . Kill 206
46 105
8.5
Lily of Laguna."
paid for it not only in taxes but in j
It was oniy 28 years ago that the
• • • •
famous sculptor; Miriam Winslow ,
GRAPEERtlll
0
y?w
51 120
the losses which their enterprises word “vitamin” was coined. And
32.8
and Poster Fitz-Slmcns, dancers; j The Metropolitan Opera Associa
PRUNES
have suffered as a result of this gov- | since that time, the nation has be
563 54 234
1.2
ernment activity.’’
3&«
come “vitamin-conscious.” Scores of
the opera "Barber of Seville'' with tion has chosen Verdi's "Un Bal’.o
SPIN UH
18/50
82
393
5021
scientists are engaged in vitamin ^rgjPOIAIOES
the leads played by Carlos Rami in Maschera” for its opening at
Km 30 116 72
9.8
research. New discoveries are being
Hidden Taxes
traction. In doing so it has taken
IQHAIOEStflPffi 31m 1125 52 48
rez. Hilde Reggiani. and Armand
made,
and
the
subject
has
aroused
22.5
More
than
22
per
cent
of
the
total
!
a tip frem the late Giulio GattiPEAS
Tokatyan; Osa Johnson, explorer Cassuzza. for that was also the
national income is taken by Fed- ' such interest, that the public last
Shi 750 420 300
17.5
spent about $75,000,000 for vi
eral, State and local tax collectors. | year
CARROTS
and writer; John Mason Brown, opera ihat he ?hcs? in November.
3188 66 153
5.3
tamin products in drug stores.
Even tho a person does not pay taxes
[yi« 38 168 ~I89
JL CAuunowtR
For a long while, vitamins were
dramatic critic; Jane Cowl, actress; 1914 when an earlier war mai.e
28.8
directly, taxes nevertheless are looked upon as something quite mys
Alexander Kipnis, Metropolitan the choice an equally ticklish mat
Not drtrnnin<Nl but prrsent Jn amaTI amounts, t A portion of the vitamin C la deatruytnl in cuokutf.
passed on to him hidden in higher terious. Today, although there is |• Evapurut'd
ter. Mr. Johnson pronounces this
milk dilut»tl with an equal amount of water has the aauie Value aa p4utteuna*-U milk.
prices for the things he has to buy. ' still considerable mystery, a great
basso; and Angna Enters, dance- opera "safe" in a world of strong
(1) Thiainiite: 1 inicruffnun szl/l Int« niatwJiial Unit.
(2)
Riboflavin:
1 iuicn«nun —1/S Hht-nniu B» urunftn Vuit.
A person with an income of $80 a deal is known about them.
mine.
(31 Ascorbic Ackli 1 milligram =» luumalioual Unit*.
national feelings. He is giving it
month pays indirect taxes of $9 67 a
Several Kinds of Vitamins
Miss Hoffman is considered an an air of novelty by producing it
month, or 12 per cent of his income. I
We know there are several kinds mation is available are thiamine increases general body resistance
outstanding attraction ln the for the flrst time in its original
One with an income of $150 a month I
of vitamins, and that each has its (B,), riboflavin (B ), and nicotinic and protects against night blindness
pays $19.10 monthly in hidden taxes own specific function in the body. acid. The findings of Dr. Elvehjem and a seven eye inllanimation. Thi
series; her lecture, Oct. 15, will form—that is. by casting it in l£th
century Sweden instead of in 17th
or 12.7 per cent of his income. This j They help children to grow, give and others have revolutionized the amine stimulates the appetite, aids
tell of her adventurous journey century Boston as it was cast by
is in addition to taxes paid directly i endurance and stamina, stimulate whole vitamin picture. The accom in the utilization of starches and
round the world to sculpture racial Verdi's censors who were anxious
Tha 1940 Poster of The American Red Cross sounds the call to the nation
appetite, build body resistance, and panying chart, carrying the seal of sugars, and prevents beriberi. Ri
types for the Field Museum in to avoid European implications.
to serve humanity within the ranks of this army of mercy.
have other values. Taken into the the Committee on Foods of the boflavin is necessary for normal
Chicago. It is also somewhat of The cast is not yet given out in
human body, they act somewhat like American Medical Association, is a functioning of body cells, protects
a triumph to offer opera to the pa its entirety, but it is pretty cer
the ignition spark in an automobile. brand new one. The figures show against certain nervous disorders,
FZ"EEPING step with the boya do so by sharing in the vitally im
Outstar/’ag among recent dis the vitamin content of many of our and a type of eye inflammation.
trons. it being the flrst attempt tain that Jussi Bjoerling will have
called to the colors tr. Amer portant work of the Red Cross. Join
Nicotinic acid prevents and cures
coveries are those of Dr. C. A. El- common foods.
to do so. The leads will be the the tenor lead. Lawrence Tibbett
Famous
Magazine
Com

ica's new defense army and navy, as a member of the local Chapter,
pellagra. Vitamin G prevents and
vehjem of the University of Wis
during
the
roll
call,
November
11
Vitamins
Have
Many
Functions
same as at the Metropolitan last would most certainly have had the
will be the American Red Cross,
cures scurvy, and protects gum tis
consin. lie found, in studying the B
panion
To
Thousands
—
to
30,
and
through
your
support
you
I
February'. Hilde Reggiani is the leading baritone role, but his en
The vitamins featured in this sue.-. Vitamin D, -o:ntiitnc3 known
vitam -i*. that meat is tne richest
fulfilling its mission of service to
will strengthen tbe Red Cross army
Appeals To All Ages
new 24-year-old coloratura soprano forced vocal rest has made this
source of t.'.csc important factors. chart are all necessary for growth as the “sunshine” vitamin, is essen
the men ln the line and to their of mercy.
The L.ree on v. hich the most infor- and health. In addition, vitamin A tial in preventing tickets.
at the Metropolitan, and Carl06 impossible, so his successor will be
loTcd ones at home. Chairman Nor
"Recruits are needed not alone ■ Hundreds of thousands of boys
Ramirez, also 24 years old, is from either John Charles Thomas or
man H. Davis announced in Wash as members, but also as volunteer and young men read The American
the famed Teatro Colon Opera of John Brownlee. Ezio Pinza will
Trained writers and artists, fa
ington.
workers In the Red Cross Chap ' Boy Magazine every month and con i Many famous athletes ln all sports
Buenos Aires.
probably have the leading bass role.
credit much of their success to help mous coaches and athletes, explor
"Several thousand Red Cross ters."
Mr. Tokatyan, who was a soloist
• • • •
sider it more as a living companion ful suggestions received from sports ers, scientists and men successful
nurses already have been called o
Red Cross work will continue :
at a Maine Festival some years
Gretchaninoff. the Russian com
I articles carried in The American in business and industry join with
the colors." Mr. Davis said, "and undiminished In its usual domestic than as a magazine.
ago. has been at the Metropolitan poser. is now living in New York,
Red Cross Held directors, and thou I program of relief in disaster; com ' "It's as much a buddy to me as 1 Boy Magazine. Virtually every issue an experienced staff to produce in
for 15 years. Jane Oowl will give devoting his time to composition
sands of Red Cross workers in rnunity public health nursing: safe my neighborhood chum." writes one offers advice from a famous coach The American Boy, the sort of read
a lecture-recital entitled "An Ac and teaching. Since the start of
or player.
Football, basketball, ing matter boys like best.
Chapters throughout the nation, are ty education and promotion of the
tress and Her Audience.'' It will the war Yehudi Menuhin has
12ady to help America's soldiers [ Junior Red Cross. An individual high school senior. “The American track, tennis, in fact every major •The American Bey sells on most
be Mr. Brown’s sixth consecutive raised more than $70,000 from the
and sailors with personal problems, membership supports all of this Boy seems to understand a boy's sport is covered in fiction and fact newsstands at 25c a copy. Subscrlpengagement in the Clark series, proceeds of nis concerts for the
[ tion prices are $2 00 for one year or
just as In the 1917-18 World War work, not only in Red Cross Chap problems and considers them in 1 articles.
and the brilliant young dramatic help of war victims and refugees
period.
ters. but in the nation. Relief to such a sympathetic and helpful way. [ Teachers, librarians, parents and $3.50 for three years. Foreign and
critic of the New York Evening
We learn that Phyllis Housten
"Every patriotic man and woman war victims in Europe is financed It gives advice and entertaining ' leaders of boys' clubs also recom Canadian rates 50c a year extra.. To
Post will tell of the season’s hits who has been a Summer visitor I In the United States, who wants to
mend The American Boy enthusias- i subscribe simply send your name,
by the $20,000,000 war relief fund
in "Broadway in Revue." Mrs. here for the past two years while
do his or her share In upholding the contributed by the public during reading on every subject in which a . tically. They havg found that as a address and remittanw1 direct to
Johnson will give a travel talk studying
violin
with
Jascha
young fellow is interested. It is general rule regular readers of The The American Boy, 7430 Second
national defense of our natgm, can the summer of 1940.
illustrated with recent exciting Brodsky of the Curtis String Quar- i
particularly helpful in spor'-s I ! American Boy advance more rapidly jBlvd., Detroit, Michigan.
117*125
adventures, under the title of tet is arranging her schedule for
made our school basketball team be ! and develop more worthwhile charCentral
Maine
General
Hospital
"Jungles Calling- reminiscent of her season's study in Wilmington. CUSHING
WHY NOT ADVERTISE IN
in Lewiston spent the weekend at cause of playing tips I read in The ! acterlstlcs than do boys who do not
the two books by her, "Jungle Private lessons for violin, piano
Mrs Florence Benner of Thom her home.
American Boy."
THF COrtRTER-GAZETTE
i read It.
Babies" and "Jungle Pets."
and voice have already begun, aston visited Monday at the home
• • • •
Webb Barnes has returned to his
with ensembles, theory and ear of her brother, Fred L,. Killeran.
ship in New York.
For the concert given by Leo- training classes beginning at once.
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Rivers of
pol Stokowski and his All-Ameri For outside activities Miss Hous Portland were weekend guests of
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Wallace Egerton
can Youth Orchestra Sept. 18, the ten plays in the Wilmington Sym Mr and Mrs. W A. Rivers.
and maid Miss Bette Roache of
stage of Carnegie Hall was trans phony Orchestra and the Alt Wien
Waban. Mass, have returned home
Mrs. Elizabeth Duchette pleas after a few weeks spent at their
formed into an azure grotto, with Orchestra, these two organizations
Il of the 13 overhead lights of a having already started rehearsals. antly entertained Mrs. Mary Rob bungalow.
similar cerulean tint. Mr. Stokow. It sounds as if Phyllis is a rather bins. Mrs. Dorothy Lindahl and
Mrs. Leila Austin returned Mon
ski, tall and slender, led ln his cus busy "little lady.” A very gifted Miss Mina Woodcock at luncheon day to Winthrop, Mass , and Newton
recently
at
the
home
of
Dr.
Louis
,
tomary manner, without baton, girl who regards her music seri
H. Street. Mr. and Mrs. Ira Hatch
desk or score. The orchestra was ously and has ambitions to “ar Benson.
of New Haven. Conn., left for
Mrs.
Marion
Knapp
attended
seated according to the conductor’s rive."
their homes Sunday thus reducing
the teachers convention in Rock the Summer colony to a minimum.
latest clan—wind instruments and
land. ’
pulsatiles to the fore, most of the
THE PARTING SOUL
Mrs. Granville Tillson and Miss
Mrs. Dorothy Lir.dahl and Miss
strings ln the background, and the
I For The Courier-Gazette 1
Laura
Whittemore of Middle boro.
double-basses raised high above I passed a day at sea afar from shore Mina Woodcock were guests last Mass, were recent guests at the
fishing for the ocean s finny Tuesday of Rev. and Mrs. H. W.
the stage. The audience was of Whilestore
McNamara-Boyr.ton farm. On re
great size, disposed to applaud and I saw a bird approach ln languid flight Van Deman in Friendship.
Upon
a
neighboring
billow
to
alight
Miss Cora E. Fogerty who had turn they were accompanied by
cheer. Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt I gave lt little heed "A hungry gull."
been
very ill for a few days with Mrs. Boynton, who was guest cf
occupied the box of honor. It was
I said.
"It
hangs
around
ln
hope
of
being
i
a
trained
r.urse. Miss MtKenney Yriends in her former home city,
remarked by one reviewer that al
fed.”
for a few days ar.d has now re
though the orchestra had Just re It rose again and settled on the tide of Portland in attendance, died turned here.
my hand there quiet to abide ■ Wednesday night.
turned from a South American IBeneath
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Newest New Car of the Year!

i

Fine Car Field Gets Eight New Buicks

Newest thing In 1941—the sleek, low-slung DeSoto!

Qorqfcus

FLUID DRIVE.i.with

ROCKET BODIES...

Slmpllmatlc Transmission.

17 feet 4 inches of sheer beauty
...long, wide,low-slung! Wider
seats. More room for your legs,
knees and elbows.

DECKLE-EDGED
Unquestionably the 2 most im
portant new features in years 1
Fluid Drive combined with Simplimatic Transmission givesyou
a new kind of performance as
smooth as oil.. .Automatic
Shifting for all normal driving!

WEDDING

Invitations
The most exquisite wedding an
nouncements or invitations you
have ever seen are now on dis
play in our engraving department
50 engraved announcements or
Invitations. $8.95 50 deckle edged
announcements or invitations,
only $11.95. Prices INCLUDE the
plate!

Postage Extra

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Nothing new to learn. All you
do is steer, apply the brake, or
step on the throttle.

BUICK THIS YEAR announces
for the fine-car field a complete
new line of Series 90 Limited cars,
including four production and four
custom-built models, featuring mod
ern streamline styling and complete

deluxe equipment. Shown above is
the new Limousine. Other models
include six and eight passenger
sedans and Formal sedan in the
production cars, and custom-built

convertible phaeton. All are b
on a 139-inch wheelbase and
powered by Buick’s “fireball” va
in-head, straight eight engine v
compound carburetion, develop

town car, Landau, Brougham and 165 horsepower.

2-TONE INTERIORS

Every detail of design has been
blended into the overall color
scheme-instrument panel,
steering wheel, garnish mold
ings are 2-toned. Your choice of
smart, new upholstery fabrics.

YOU GET EVERY IMPORTANT 1941 FEATURE! New 105-

Horsepower Super-Economy Engine! New Safety Rims to keep
flat tires from rolling off! Shockless Steering. New Box-Type
Frame. New Rear Stabilizer—Improved Floating Ride! New
Main Bearings—300% longer life! Curved Glass Rear Win
dow—47%larger. New“Hold-Open”Front Door Checks.New
“Easy Open” Luggage Locker Lid. Be sure to drive this new
De Soto. Learn what’s new for ’41. De Soto Division of Chrys
ler Corporation, Detroit, Michigan.
TUNt IN MAJOR BOW1S' OR1OINAL AMATIUR HOUR, CB.S.,THURS., 9-10 F.M..LS.T.

1941 DE SOTO

DESOTO-PLYMOUTH DEALERS

MUNSEY MOTOR SALES, INC., 21 Limerock St., Rockland, Me.

